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ALPHA Aircraft angle of attack . . . 	 . degrees
ALT Altitude .	 .	 • meters (feet)
AVGAverage. .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .
b, B Radial Distortion Weighting factor .
BYPASS Inlet bypass area . 	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 . . sq. meters
(sq. inches)
Beta Aircraft angle of sideslip . 	 .	 .	 .	 .	 . . degrees
C1VV Compressor Inlet (Fan) Variable Vanes degrees
Deg Degree	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 . . degree
AP Fluctuating component of individual probe
t2 pressure at the engine face	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 . .
(AP t2)rms Root mean square of fluctuating pressure kPa (PSIA)
DELTA3 Inlet third ramp angle relative to the
. Inlet Reverence Line . 	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 ...	 . . degrees
AP Fluctuating component of fan exit total
2.5H pressure/engine stream . 	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 . . kPa (PSIA)
AP Fluctuating component of fan exit total
t2.5C pressure/fan stream	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 . . kPa (PSIA)
Pp , D2 Spatial Distortion[(Pt2 )max
 
-	
(Pt2)mi,l/Pt2	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 . .
FLT, FLIGHT Flight. test data notation 	 .	 .	 .	 . .	 . ..
FSCP Full Scale Cold Pipe (without engine)
wind tunnel test data notation .	 . .	 . .	 . .
FSE Full. Scale with Engine wind tunnel
test data notation .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .
HZHertz. .	 .	 .	 .	 ...
	
.	 .	 .	 ..	 .	 .	 .
hertz
I.D . , IDENT Identification	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 . .
Ka2 ,.KA2 Fan distortion descriptor = KS + b Kra.,. .
ICS , KTHETA Carcumferen.tial. distortion .	 .	 .	 .	 ...	 .	 . ,




BKRA2 Radial distortion multiplied by radial
distortion weighting factor.
	
.	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 . .
KC2 High compressor distortion descriptor. . . .
KBSP Circumferential distortion descriptor
used to calculate the high compressor
distortion descriptor.	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 . .
k.Pa Pressure, Killopascals 	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 . . Killopascals
Mo Freestream Mach number .
MACH Freestream Mach number .
	
.	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 . .
MAXMaximum.	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 . .
MIX Minimum .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 . .
N.O. Number	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 . .
P t2 Individual probe engine face steady
state pressure	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 . . kPa (PSIA)
P 48 probe averaged engine face steady
t2 state pressure
	
.	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .
.'a (PIA)
Pt25H Average high compressor face steady
state pressure .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 . kPa. (PSIA)
Pt Free.streain total. pressure. 	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 . . kPa (PSIA)
0
PT2I Individual probe time variant engine
face pressure	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 . kPa (PSIA)
PT2I, PI 48 probe averaged time variant engine
face pressure
	 ,	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 . . kPa (PSIA)
PI/PS Ratio of time variant to steady state
48 probe averaged engine face pressure . . .
PSIA Pressure (Pounds per Square. Inch Absolute) PSIA
Q, q Dynamic pressure	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 . kPa (PSUO
.Re.	 No. Reynolds number 	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 . .
RHO Inlet first ramp angle relative to the
'Inlet Reference Line 	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 . degrees
RMS, rms Roo'_ mean square .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 . .	 .







Series V11 1/6th scale inlet wind tunnel test series
data notation.	 . .
Series VIII 1/6th scale inlet wind tunnel test series
data notation	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .
Tt2 Engine face total temperature 	 . °K
Tt25H High compressor inlet (or fan exit) total °Ktemperature.	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 . .
Tu Turbulence	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 . .
W2 Engine/Fan airflow . 	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 . . kg/sec (LB/sec)
WAT2 Corrected fan airflow = W26 /6 t2 	. . . . kg/sec (LB/sec)
WAT2 Design Design corrected fan airflow .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 . . 98.43 kg/sec
(217 LB/sec)
WAT2 Percent	 WAT2 divided by WAT2 Design x 100
W25H High compressor airflow 	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 . . kglsec (LB/sec)
14AT25H Corrected high compressor airflow
W25HB^/8t. 5H 	. . . . . . . . .	 . . kg/sec (LB/sec)
WAT25H Design Design corrected high compressor airflow 24.59 kg/see
(54.44 LB/sec)
WAT25H Percent [dAT25H divided by WAT25H Design x 100. . . .
a Aircraft angle of attack . 	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 . . degrees
Aircraft angle of sideslip
	
.	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 . . degrees
A3 Inlet third ram. angle relative.to the
Inlet Reference Line . 	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 . . degrees
dt2 Corrected average engine face total
pressure Pt2/101	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 . .
6t25H Corrected average engine face total
pressure P
t2541 1101	
.	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 ..	 .	 . .
P Inlet first ramp angle relative to the
Inlet Reference Line . 	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 ,	 .	 .	 . . degrees
a Standard deviation of the instantaneous






Covariance of pressure data from probes	 kPa (PSIA)ny
x and y at lag timer. . . . . . . .
axy (Z=0)	 Covariance of pressure data from probes	 kPa (PST-A)
x and y at lag time x =0 . . . . . . . • • .
B t2	 Corrected average engine face total
temperature Tt2j288.15 . . . . . . . . . . .




Recent emphasis on increased maneuverability requirements for fighter
aircraft has necessitated an extensive engineering development effort be
directed towards inlet/engine. compatibility. Inlet/engine compatibility must
be assessed early in the aircraft development program to allow necessary
inlet and engine design modifications to be defined and implemented at minimum
cost impact. This early assessment of inlet/engine compatibility is determin-
ed by engine stability audits computed using inlet distortion levels from
subscale inlet model, data and engine sensitivities to inlet distortion.
Therefore, the accuracy with which subscale inlet model distortion levels
predict flight test vehicle distortion levels is a crucial element in assess-
ing inlet/engine compatibility.
The primary goal of this distortion methodologies study was to determine
if time variant distortion data taken from a subscale inlet model can pre-
dict peak distortion levels for a full scale flight test vehicle. The data
base used to accomplish this goal was collected in separate programs by MCAIR
and NASA/Dryden. Subscale and full scale wind tunnel data were collected by
MCAIR during the V--15 development program., and flight test data were collected
by NASA/Dryden during the NASA P-15 inlet/engine compatibility fright test
program. This data base has a Mach number range or 0.4 to 2.5 and an angle
of attack range from -10 degrees to +12 degrees.
The primary objectives accomplished in meeting the overall, program goal
were to determine the effects on peak distortion of: (1) Reynolds Number/
scale, (2) engine presence and (3) frequency content. In addition, the capa-
bility of the P&WA stabilit; audit system to predict engine stalls was
evaluated, and the capability of Melick's procedure, Reference (1), to pre-
dict peak time variant distortion levels was evaluated. using the Pratt and
Whitney .Aircraft distortion, descriptor, Ka 2 , the data indicate the following
significant results for the F--15/P1.00 inlet/engine propulsion. system.
o Peak time variant d:. stortion from subscale inlet model wired tunnel
tests are representative of full scale flight test distortion.
o The time variant pressure data of this study are random stationary
data, thereby allowing valid statistical analyses to be conducted.
o The effect of the engine presence on total pressure recovery, peak
time variant distortion and turbulence level is small but favorable.
o The Reynolds. number/scale evaluation indicates a general trend of
increasing total pressure recovery, decreasing peak time variant fan
distortion and decreasing turbulence with increasing Reynolds number/
scale.
o The frequency content evaluation indicates that peak time variant
fan distortion and turbulence increase with increasing filter cutoff
frequency for all of the data evaluated in this study.
'	 o The capability of the Pratt & Whitney Aircraft stability audit system
to predict engine stalls has been verified for both stall and non-
stall. flight test conditions.
o Predictions of peak distortion values using Melick t s procedure are
accurate to 11.3 percent average error for fourteen data points
having nominal turbulence levels and are accurate to 20 percent
average error (the maximum error approaches 40 percent) for eight
data points having high turbulence Levels.
APPENDIX F
EFFECT OF FILTER CUTOFF FREQUENCY ON DERIVED TURBULENCE
Presented herein are the plots of derived turbulence versus filter cut-
off frequency for individual probes. The turbulence values for thesa plots
were derived by integrating the power spectual density plots of Appendix D,
Volume ITT.
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SUASrUM OF HIGH RESPONSE PROBES INVESTIGATED FOR THE










MAX TU AVG TU MTN TU OTHER
1 5 164--1 1/6th L5R2 L8R6 L3R2 L3R3
2 6 164-3 1/6th L8R3 L7R6 L3R2 L5R3
3 7 421-10 FLT L5R3 L1R6 L2R4 L8R3
4 17 157--7 1/6th L5R3 L3R1 L3R2 L4R3
5 18 157-5 1/6th L6R3 L5R6 L2R2 L3R3
6 19 421-14 FLT L5R3 L6R5 L2R3 L1R3
7 42 206-9 116th L6R4 L7R6 L4R2 L6R3
8 43 206-5 1/6th L8R1 L2R4 L4R2 L6R3
9 44 414-2 FLT LBR1 L2R5 L5R4 L6R3
10 45 15-9 1/6-h L1R3 L6R5 L3R4 L6R3
11 46 15-5 1/6th L6R2 L2R4 L8R4 L6R3
12 47 415-1 FLT L8R3 L4R6 L5R1 L7R3
13 48 353-15 FSCP L8Rl L5R6 L6R4 L2R3
14 49 353-5 FSCP L8R1 L5R5 L5R3 L8R3
15 50 353-12 FSCP L7R2 L2R5 L6R4 L8R3
16 51 523-2. FSE L7R2 L3R4 L5R3 L8R3 .
17 52 525--4 FSE L7R2 L4R6 L5R3 L8R3
18 53 416-1 FLT L8R2 L6R2 L4R2 L1R3
19 54 355-8 FSCP WR3 L2R5 L6R4 L8R3
20 55 528-2 FSE L6R6 L2R5 L7R1 L8R3
21 56 529-4 FSE WR4 L2R5 L6R3 WR3
22 60 249-5 1/6th L1R5 L8R6 L3R4 L8R3
73 61 249-9 1/6th L3R5 L4R2 L3R4 L7R3
24 62 385--5 FSCP LSR1 L2R5 L3R5 L1R375 63 385-2 FSCP L8R1 L7R6 L5R3 L1R3
?6 64 542-2 FSE L8R1 L2R2 L2R4 L8R3
27 65 543-4 FSE LSR1 L3R1 L2R4 LSR3
28 66 184-7 1/6th L2R1 L4R6 L3R6 L8R3
»9 67 184-5 1/6th L1R2 L5R5 L3R6 LSR3
30 68 413-9 FSCP L2R1 L5R5 L6R4 L8R3
31 69 413-12 FSCP L3R4 L1R1 L6R4 L8R3
32. 70 425-1 FLT L8R3 L6R5 L3R2 L1R3
71 382-3 FSCP L8R1 L4R3 L3R5 L8R3
34 72 545-2 FSE L8R4 L2R2 L2R4 L8R3
35 73 546-4 FSE LSR6 L6R2 L2R4 L8R3
36 76 384-=2 FSCP L8R1 L4R6 L3R5 L7R3
37 77 548-3 FSE L6R2 L8R1 LR4 L7R3
38 78	 _ 549-8 FSE L7R6 L8R4 L2R4 L7R3
39
.79. 227-7 1/6th L2R5 L3R2 L7R6 L5R3
40 X10 227-5 1/6th L2R2 L2R6 L6R6. WR3
41 81 465-8 FSCP L4R1 L4R3 MR5 L8R3












1 FLT 0.4 15.4 -0.8 6.0 27.6 C 104.1 1.44 0.6 422-4
2 FLT 0.59 13.9 0.9 7.0 26.6 C 102.7 2.04 0.6 417-5
3 0.52 10.0 0.7 27.6 I 107.1 1.33 0.6 X417-4
4 0.69 11.5 1.0 26.5 { 104.4 0.84 0.6 417-2
5 116th 0.60 -10.0 10.0 --3.0 10.6 C 97.2 0.43 0.144 164.1
6 116th 0.60 -10.0 10.0 --3.0 10.6 C 00.2 0.43 0.144 164-3
7 FLT 0.69 -8.4 10.6 0.6 18.5 C 101.2 1.40 0.88 421.10
8 116th 0.60 4.0 0 7.0 10.6 C 76.6 0.43 0.181 112-7
9 116th 0.60 4.0 0 7.0 10.0 C_ 108.6 0.43 0.181 112-5
10 FSE 0.60 4.0 0 5.2. 10.0 C 97.7 3.41 1.110 116-2
11 FLT 0.67 4.3 0.7 6.9 11.1 C 94.4 3.58 0.72 424.2
12 0.69 3.4 0.7 6.9 11.1 74.1 3.68 036 425.6
13 0.59 4.6 1.2 7.0 11.1 107.9 1.74 0.52 412-2
14 0.60 4.6 0.6 6.9 11.0 76.2 1.66 1.11 424.11
15 FLT 0.85 8.8 -0.5 7.0 27.6 C 104.2 2.21 0.90 417-3
16 FLT 0.92 5.6 0.6 7,0 26.6 C 104.5 1.04 0.60 417-1
17 1/6tla 0.90 --10.0 10.0 --3.0 10.6 C 70.2 0.34 0.113 157-7
18 1/6tli 0.90 -10.0 10.0 -3.0 10.6 C 106.3 0.34 0.113 157.5
19 FLT 0.94 -8.9 10.2 1.0 10.5 C 107.1 1.6 0.69 421-14
20 FSE 0.80 -4.0 0 -1.0 8.2 C 97.8 3.64 1.990 102-2
21 FLT 0.9D -2.8 -0.2 -1.2 1	 8.7 C 97.5 3.25 1	 1.23 424-10
22 FLT 0.93 -3.3 0 -1.2 8.6 C 104.8 1.17 1.99 425.3
23 11601 0.90 4.0 0 7.0 10.6 C 76.8 0.34 0.369 67.9
24 1/6th 0190 4.0 0 7.0 10.6 C 104.3 0.34 0.369 67-7
25 FSE 0.90 4.0 0 7.3 10A C 97.7 3.62 2.260 126.2
26 FLT 0.92 4.6 0.7 6.0 11.0 C 96.2 3.47 0.89 420.9
27 0.91 5.2 0.5 6.9 11.1 99.1 3.28 1.18. 422-2
28 0.92 4.2 0.1 7.0 11.0 76.1 2.47 1.34 421-5
29 0.00 4.1 0.5 6.9 11.1 98.6 2.43 1Ali 424.9
30 0,90 5.1 0.1 7.0 11.0 105,7 2.42 0169 421-4
31 0.90 315 0.2 7.0 11.0 77.5 1.78 2.26 421.6
32 0.90 5.2 -0.1 7.0 11.0 100.1 1.79 0.70 421.7
33 0.94 4.3 0.2 7.0 11.1 105.6 1.89 1.06 421.8
"C	 Closed ur ►ro»5,.





POINT M13DEL a {3 p ml °; RE NO. ANALYSIS
i.D. SCALE
Mo (DEG) (DEG) (DEG) (DEG) BYPASS* WAT2 x 1.0`6 TIME PART-POINT**
No. {SEC}
34 FLT 1.21 1,5 0 5.0 27.5 C 48.3 2.97 0:60 423.4
35 FLT 1.24 3.0 0.8 6.7 27,6 C 96.4 1.52 0.60. 423.3
36 I/6th 1.2 10.0 0 7.9 10.6 G 76.6 0.45 0.198 131.7
37 1/Bth 1.2 10.0 0 7.0 19.6 C 107.9 0.45 0.198 131-5
38 FLT 1.18 7.7 0.3 7.0 11.0 C 74.0 3.22 1121 424.12
39 1 1.2 7.4 --0.1 7.1 11.1 1 94.4 3.35 1.19 424-13
40 T 1.17 10.6. 0.0 7.0 11.0 T 103.4 1.40 0.60 421.17
41 FLT 1.54 1.5 0 -1.4 27.0 Auto 95.4 217 0.60 ,	 424.6
42 1/6th 1.6 --4.0 D -2.0 13.5 C 87.3 0.21 D.106 206.9
43 1/Eth 1.6 -4.0 D -2.0 13.5 C 9619 0.21 0.106 206.5
44 FLT 1.57 --3.6 0.7 --2.3 13.7 C 83.3 1.45 0.65 414.2
45 I/6th 1.8 2.0 0 3.0 17.4 C 80.5 0.22 0.210 15.9.
46 i/6th 1.8 -20 0 -3.0 17.4 C 91.0 0.22 0.201 15.5
47 FLT 1.75 -2.6 9.4 -2.2 16.7 C 80.7 1.41 1.23 415-1
48 FSCP 1.8 --2.0 0 --3.0 18.7 C 75.1 1.45 0.680 353.15
49 1 1 -2.11 1 -3.0 1 82.2 1.45 0.680 353.5
50 -2.0. -3:8
1
85.4 1.44 0.680 353-12
51 FSE 1.8 --20 0 -•2.9 18.6 C 80.6 1:46 0.680 523-2
52 FSE 1.8 -20 0 -2.9 18.6 C 79.8 1.46 5.680 525.4
53 FLT 1.81 - 2.3 0.2 --2.9 18.2 C 78.9 1	 1.53 0.680 416-1
54 FSCP f.8 4.0 0 2.5 +	 18.7 I	 C 79.9 1.45 2.800 355-8
56 FSE 1.8 4.0 0. - 2.5 18.7. C 79.7 1.46 2.800 529-4
57 FLT 2.0 2.5 0.2 2.3 20.9 (	 Auto 77.0 1.72 2.800	 j 425-2
DATA
POINT MODEL a A	 P	 A3 o, RE N0.
ANALYSIS
I.D. SCALE M°	 (DEG) (DEG)	 (DEG)	 (BEG) BYPASS* WAT2 x 10-6 TIME PART-PAINT**(SEC) 
NO.
58 116th 2.2	 -2.9 0	 -4.0	 22.5 C 68.6. 0.22 0.100 250.7
59 FSCP 2.2	 -2.0 0	 -4.0	 22.5 C 69.2 1.48 0.600 411.6
Go 116th 2.2	 -2.0 0	 -4.0	 25.0 0 65.0 0.22 0.100 249.5
61. 1/130 2.2	 -2.0 0	 ---4.0	 25.0 0 52.9 0.22 0.100 249.9
62 FSCP 2.2	 -2.0 0	 -4.0	 25.0 0 61.7 1.48 0.600 305.5
63 FSCP 2.2	 -2.0 0	 -4.0	 25.0 0 62.3 1.48 0.600 385-2
64 FSE 2.2	 -2.0 0	 --4.0	 24.8 P 60.2 1.27 0.600 542.2
65 FSE 2.2	 -2.0 0	 -4.0	 24.8 P 60.5 1.27 0.600 543.4
66 116th 12	 0 0	 -2.0	 22.5 C 69.3 0.22 0.106 184.7
67 116th 2.2	 0 0	 -2.0	 22.5 C 75.4 0.22 0.1013	 1 194.5
G8 FSCP 2.2	 0 0	 -2.0	 22.5 C 73.5 1.47 0.650 413.9
69 FSCP 2.2	 0 0	 -2.0	 22.5 C 68.3 1.47 0.650 413-12
70 FLT 2.2	 0.1 0.2	 -2.2	 22.9 C 73.0 2.34 0.650 425.1
71 FSCP 2.2	 4.0 0	 1	 0.0	 25,0 0 60.7 1.48 0.600 j	 382.3
72 FSE 2.2	 4.0 0	 1.0	 25.0 0 59.2 1.28 0.600 545.2
73 FSE 2.2	 4.0 0	 1.0	 25.0 0 58.2 1.27 0.600 546.4
74 116th 2.2	 12.0 0	 6.0	 25.0 0 47.3 0.22 0.100 252.9
75 116th 2.2	 12.0 0	 6.0	 25.0 0, 65.0 0.22 0.100 252.5
76 FSCP 2.2	 12.0 0	 63	 25.0 0 60.8 1.48 0.600 384.2
77 FSE 2.2	 11.0 0	 6.8	 24.8 0 59.0 1.20 0.600 548.3
78 FSE 2.2	 11.0. 0	 1	 9.6	 1	 24.8 P 59.8 1.27 0.600 549.8.
79 1113th 2.5	 9 0	 -4.0	 26.0 0 63.1 0.21 0.100 227.7
80 1166 2.5	 0 0	 -4.0	 26.0 0 68.2 0.21 0.100 227-5











4135.582 1	 FSCP 1	 2.5	 0
.	 ,
crra.osn-io
"0 = Open, C = Closed, P = Partial
"For flight test, these data are fIight-run numbers
TABLE F-1 (Concluded)
DATA MATRIX
SERIES VII - NASA DATA STUDY
DATA PART/POINT 164/1
	 IDENT. 5	 FREQUENCY RANGE = 6 . 12000 Hz
THE SEGMENT START TIME WAS AT 22:11:52.000
BANDWIDTH 2 12.2 Hz	 RECOAO LENGTH z 10.0 SECONDS
.MACH	 ALPHA	 BETA	 RHO	 DELTA3	 BYPASS	 WAT2
0.6	 —10	 10	 —3.0	 10.5	 0.0	 97.2%
(a) Probe = L3R2
	
0.060	 .......
=-4=0.000	 -  —
0	 2	 4	 6	 8	 10 12 14 16 18 20 22
Full Scale Cutoff Frequency (Hz x 10-2}
(b) Probe = L51R2
0,000 0	 2	 4	 6	 8	 10 12 14 16 18 20 22
Full Scale Cutoff Frequency (Hz x 10-2)
FIGURE F-1
EFFECT OF FILTER CUTOFF FREQUENCY ON TURBULENCE
Mo = 0.6	 a = —10	 )3 = 10 WAT2 = 97.2%
Turbulence	 0.040
(AP t2 ) rms
P t2
0.020
P12= 76.39 KPa (11.08 PSW
Probe with Minimum Turbulence
0.060
Turbu3ence




Probe with Maximum Turbulence
P-t










SERIES VII - NASA DATA STUDY
DATA PART/ POINT 164/1
	 (DENT. S
	 FREQUENCY RANGE = 6 — 12000 Hz
THE SEGMENT START TIME WAS AT 22:11:52.000
BANDWIDTH = 12.2 Hz	 RECORD LENGTH = 10.0 SECONDS
MACH	 ALPHA	 BETA	 RHO	 OELTA3	 BYPASS	 WAT2
0.6	 —10	 10	 —3.0	 106	 0.0	 97.2%
CIVV
—11.7











76.39 KPa 0 1.08 PSIA)
M--
. . .	 . f F=T `t-:T:	T^
0	 2	 4	 6	 8	 10 12 14 16 18 20 22
Full Scale Cutoff Frequency (Hz x 10-2










	 8	 10 12 14 16 18 20 22
Full Scale Cutoff Frequency (Hz x 10-2
FIGURE F-1 (Continued)
EFFECT OF FILTER CUTOFF FREQUENCY ON TURBULENCE
mo = 0.6	 a = —10	 0= 10 WAT2 = 97.2%
3;











76.33 KPa (1.07 PSW
Pr 	
11
Probe with Minimum Turbulence
....... . ...
PEE
. .	 ...	 .	 ......
SERIES VII - NASA DATA STUDY
DATA PART/POINT 164/3
	
(DENT. C	 FREQUENCY RANGE = 6-1 2000 Hz
THE SEGMENT START TIME WAS AT 22:1? 53.000
BANDWIDTH = 12.2 Hz	 RECORD LENGTH = 10.0 SECONDS
MACH	 ALPHA BETA	 RHO	 DELTAS	 BYPASS	 WAT2
O ' s	 —10 10	 —3.0	 10,6	 0.0	 90.2%











76.33 KPa (11.07 PSIA)
PT2
........	 .. ..... . .. . ........... . .....
	
....	 ......	 ........ -
H
	
-r^ H- T. n-W.-
2 4	 6 8	 10	 12	 14 16 18 20 2!
0,030
Turbulence




0	 2	 4	 6	 8	 10 12 14 16
	 18 20 22
Full Scale Cutoff Frequency (Hz x 10-21
(b) Probe = 1-5 R3
Full Scale Cutoff Frequency ( Hz x 1 0-2
FIGURE F-2
EFFECT OF FILTER CUTOFF FREQUENCY ON TURBULENCE FOR
rVIO = 0.6,	 ce = —10,	 Q= 10,	 WAT2 = 90.2%
*F
10
W Probe = L8R3
0.030
Lim
Probe with Maximum Turbulence
P-t









SERIES V11 - NASA DATA STUDY
DATA PART/POINT 164/3
	 (DENT. 6	 FF15GLIENCY RANGE = 6.12000 Hz
THE SZ:G.MENT START TIME WAS AT 22:13:53,000
BANDWIDTH = 12.2 Hz	 RECORD LENGTH m 10.0 SECONDS
MACH	 ALPHA	 BETA	 RHO	 DELTA3	 BYPASS	 WAT2
0.6	 -10	 10	 -3.0	 10-15	 0.0	 90.2%
CIVV
-18.6
0	 2	 4	 6	 8 10 12 14 16 18 20 22
Full Scale Cutoff Frequency (Hz x 10-2)
(d) Probe = L7R6
0.030
Turbulence






T. .1. H. ........	 .... ...	 .
. Z -F 
... ...	 ...
.... .... ....
Probe with Average Turbulence
PT
	
76.33 KPa (11.07 PSI A)
 2
J
0	 2	 4	 6	 8	 10 12 14 16 18 20 22
Full Scale Cutoff Frequency (Hz x 10-2)
FIGURE F-2 (Continued)
EFFECT OF FILTER CUTOFF FREQUENCY ON TURBULENCE FOR
MO = 0.6,	 a = — 10,	 9 = 10, WAT2=90.2%
11
FLIGHT - NASA DATA STUDY
DATA FLIGHT. RUN 421/10
	 !DENT. 7
	 FREQUENCY RANGE = 4 - 2000 Hz
THE SEGMENT START TIME WAS AT 21:09:24.583
BANDWIDTH = 4.0 Hz
	 RECORD LENGTH = 1.0 SECONDS
MACH	 ALPHA	 BETA	 ALT	 RHO	 DELTAS	 BYPASS
	
WAT2
0.69	 -8.5	 10.5	 121431398401	 0.8	 10.5	 0.0	 101.2%














PT2 = 24.46 KPa (3.55 PSIA)
	 _
Probe with Average Turbulence
-
0.000
0	 2	 4	 6	 8 10 12 14 16 18 20 22
Full Scale Cutoff Frequency (Hz x 10-2)
(b) Probe = L2R4
-	 - -a
- -
_ -	 — ..-. .. .
-
P-r2 = 24.46 KPa (3.55 PSI A)
	 `'. -
Probe with Minimum Turbulence




	 2	 4	 6	 8	 10 12 14 16 18 20 22
Full Scale Cutoff Frequency (Hz x 10-2)
FIGURE F-3
EFFECT OF FILTER CUTOFF FREQUENCY ON TURBULENCE FOR
	


















FLIGHT - NASA DATA STUDY
oArA pusxr/eum 421/10 xmsmr r pAmowsmoYnxwasaw — zwuux"
THE SEGMENT START TIME WAS Ar 21.09:24^580
	
o«muw/or*^ ^o* ^	RECORD LENGTH ^ 1.0 SECONDS
MACH	 ALPHA	 osrA	 ALT	 n*m	 DcLrAa	 a,pxSo	 wArz	 u/vv
p.«e	 _8.5	 10.5	 12143(398401	 u.m	 `o.s	 uo	 101.2%	 —8.513












	 4	 G	 8 10 12 14 18 18 20 2
— Full Suule Cutoff Frequency (Hz x1O-2
. .... .... ...	 . -
Probe with M3XiMU	 Turbulence
P-t 2	 24.46 KPa (3,55 PSIA)
T
Fu llScale Cutoff Frequency <Hzx 18-2)
FIGURE F'3(Condnued)
EFFECT OF FILTER CUTOFF FREQUENCY ON TURBULENCE FOR













SERIES V11 - NASA DATA STUDY
DATA PART / POINT 157/7	 10ENT. 17	 FREQUENCY RANGE = 6-12000 Hs
THE SEGMENT START TIME WAS AT 20:10: 56.000
BANDWIDTH = 12.2 Hz	 RECORD LENGTH = 10.0 SECONDS
MACH	 ALPHA	 BETA	 RHO	
DELTA3	 BYPASS	 WAT2
0,9	 —10	 10	 —3.0	 10.6	 0.0	 70.2%
(a) Probe = L3R1
0.000	 —
0 	 2	 4	 6	 8	 10 12 14 16 18 20 22
Full Scale Cutoff Frequency JHz x 10-2)
(b) Probe = L3R2
0.000 0
	 2	 4	 6	 8	 10 12 14 16 18 20 22
Full Scale Cutoff Frequency (Hz x 10
-2)
FIGURE F-4
EFFECT OF FILTER CUTOFF FREQUENCY ON TURBULENCE FOR
M0 = 0.9,
	









Probe with .Average Turbulence - -











P	 =	 44,26 KPa (6.42 PSIA}
—	 ..	 T2 	1 .





- - - H---
14
Probe with Maximum Turbulence
PT 	44.26 KPa (6.42 PSIA)2
2	 4 6	 8	 10	 12	 14	 IR	 19 20	 7
0.060
Turbulence






SERIES VII - NASA DATA STUDY
DATA PART/POINT 167/7	 (DENT. 17
	 FREQUENCY RANGE - 6• 12000 Hz
THE SEGMENT START TIME WAS AT 20:10: 56,000
BANDWIDTH= 12.2 Hz	 RECORD LENGTH - 10.0 SECONDS
MACH	 ALPHA	 BETA	 RHO	 DELTA3	 BYPASS	 WAT2
0.9	 —10	 10	 —3.0	 10.8	 010	 70.2%
(W Probe - L4R3







0	 2	 4	 6	 8	 10 12 14 16 18 20 22










(d) Probe = 1-5133
Full Scale Cutoff Frequency (Hz x 10-2
FIGURE F-4 (Continued)
EFFECT OF FILTER CUTOFF FREQUENCY ON TURBULENCE FOR






77-:1-77 7 7 7 7
Nv-
7E T	 45.23 KPa (6.56 PSIA)
Turbulence
(Ap t2 )	 0.040rms 
P t2
0.020
. .........0.000 0	 2	 4	 6	 8 10 12 14 16 18 20 22
Full Scale Cutoff Frequency (Hz x 10-2)
SERIES VII - NASA DATA STUDY
DATA PART/POINT 157/5 	 [DENT. 18 FRECL'ENCY RANGE = 6-12000 Hz
THE SEGMENT START TIME WAS & 'r 20:06:47.000
BANDWIDTH = 12.2 Hz	 RECORD LENGTH = 10.0 SECONDS
MACH	 ALPHA	 BETA	 RHO	 DELTAS	 BYPASS	 WAT2
0.9	 —10	 10	 —3.0	 10.6	 0.0	 106.3%
(a) Probe = L2R2
(1.000
0	 2	 4	 6	 8 10 12 14 16 18 20 22
Full Scale Cutoff Frequency (Hz x 10-2)
0.060
TurbuienL'?	 0.040





45.23 KPa (6.56 PSj1A)j--




(b) Probe = L3R3
FIGL I RE F-5
EFFECT OF FILTER CUTOFF FREQUENCY ON TURBULENCE FOR




SERIES VI1 - NASA DATA STUDY
DATA PART/POINT 157/5
	 IOENT. 18	 FREQUENCY RANGE = 6-12000 Hz
THE SEGMENT START TIME WAS AT 20:08:47.000
BANDWIDTH = 12.2 Hz
	
RECORD LENGTH = 10.0 SECONDS
MACH	 ALPHA	 BETA	 RHO	 OELTA3	 BYPASS	 WAT2
0.9	 —10
	
10	 —3.0	 10.6	 0.0	 106.3%






0	 2	 4	 6	 8 10 12 14 16 18 20 22
Full Scale Cutoff Frequency (Hz x 10-2)
Probe with Maximum Turbulence ,"
=	 PT
	= 45.23 KPa (6.56 PSIA)	 `: _
-	 2 - -
CIVV
-5.0




 2	 a	 6	 8	 10 12 14 16 18 20 22
Full Sc,-!e Cutoff Frequency (Hz x 10- 2)
FIGURE F-5 (Continued)
EFFECT OF FILTER CUTOFF FREQUENCY ON TURBULENCE FOR
	






0.020 -	 -	 Probe with Average Turbulence
P r2














FLIGHT - NASA DATA STUDY
DATA FLIGHT/ RUN 421 / 14	 IOENT. 19 FREQUENCY RANGE = 4 — 2000 Hz
THE SEGMENT START TIME WAS AT 21:16:07.140
	
BANDWIDTH = 4.0 Hz	 RECORD LENGTH = 1 .0 SECONDS
ALPHA	 BETA	 ALT	 RHO	 DELTA3	 BYPASS	 WAT2
—8.9	 10.2	 13402(439701	 1.0	 10.5	 0.0	 107,1%
(a) Probe - L1 R3
	






0	 2	 4	 3	 8 10 12 14 16 18 20 22
Full Scale Cutoff Frequency (Hz x 10-2)
(b) Probe = L2R3
0.000 0	 2	 4	 6	 8 10 12 14 16 18 20 22
Full Scale Cutoff Frequency (Hz x 1 0-2
FIGURE F-6
EFFECT OF FILTER CUTOFF FREQUENCY ON TURBULENCE FOR
I'vi o = .94,	 a = —8.9,	 ^ — 10.2,	 VVAT2 = 107.1%
0.060
Turbulence




PT2	 24,67 KPa (3.58 PSIA)
- ffl-










Probe with Average Turbulenc eI Z.
rt 2	 24.67 KPa (3.58 PSIA)
......	 ......















QRNGl^ R ^^ PyN
FLIGHT - NASA DATA STUDY
DATA FLIGHT/RUN 421/14	 ]DENT. 19	 FREQUENCY RANGE = 4 — 2000 Hz
THE SEGMENT START TIME WAS AT 21:16:07.140
	
BANDWIDTH - 4.0 Hz	 RECORD LENGTH = 1 .0 SECONDS
ALPHA	 BETA	 ALT	 RHO	 OELTA3	 BYPASS	 WAT2	 CIVV
—8.9	 10.2	 13402(43970)	 1.0	 10.5	 0.0	 107.1%	 —5.000
0.060	









0	 2	 4	 6	 8	 10 12 14 16	 18 20 22
Full Scale Cutoff Fre quency {Hz x 10-2)
(d) Probe = L6R5
,V
-
. ......... .....	 .	 .
..... .... .... ..... -
T.	 L: .... ... ... .	 ........ .... ....
PT2	 24.67 KPa (3.58 PSIA)





Full Scale Cutoff Frequency (Hz x 10 -2
FIGURE F-6 (Continued)
EFFECT OF FILTER CUTOFF FREQUENCY ON TURBULENCE FOR
MO = .94,	 a = —8.9,	 ( = 10.2,	 WAT2 = 107.1%
ALIk
Vol
SERIES VIII - NASA DATA STUDY
DATA PART/POINT 206/9
	
(DENT. 42	 FRECLIENCY RANGE = 6 . 12000 Hz
THE SEGMENT START TIME WAS AT 03:42:05.000
BANDWIDTH = 12.2 Hz	 RECORD LENGTH - 10.0 SECONDS
MACH	 ALPHA	 SETA	 RHO	 OELTA3	 BYPASS	 WAT2
1.8	 -4	 0	 -2.0	 13.3	 0.0	 87.3%
(a) Probe = L4R2
UArlati
E7
PTr- - 32.61 KPa (4.73 PSIA)2
Probe with Minimum Turbulence
- ff R.
	0.000,	 ___ _­_____...._:==========.: _ =tz _
	 	 2	 4	 6	 8	 10 12 14 16 18 20 22
Full Scale Cutoff Frequency (Hz x 10-2)
(b) Probe = L6R3
0.030
32.61 KPa (4.73 PSIA)PT2
. . ........ . ..... ...
0.000r	 ... . ..... -------	 ....
	0 	 2	 6	 8	 10 12 14 16 18 20 22
Full Scale Cutoff Frequency (Hz x 10-2)
FIGURE F-7
EFFECT OF FILTER CUTOFF FREQUENCY ON TURBULENCE FOR

















SERIES V111 - NASA DATA 
STUDY
	
DATA PART/POINT 206/9	 IOENT. 42	 FREQUENCY RANGE = 6-12000 Hz
THE SEGMENT START TIME WAS AT 03:42:05,000
BANDWIDT'q = 12.2 Hz	 RECORD LENGTH= 10.0 SECONDS
MACH	 ALPHA	 BETA	 RHO	 DELTA3	 BYPASS	 WAT2










= 32.61 KPa (4.73 PSI Ai
0.000
0	 2	 4	 6	 8	 10 12 14 16 18 20 22
Full Scale Cutoff Frequency (Hz x 10-2
(d)Probe = L7R6
0.030





ms	 Probe with Average Turbulence
t 2	 7= 7
0.010
. ................ ..........
0.000 0	 2	 4	 6	 8	 10 12 14 16 18 20 22
Full Scale Cutoff. F-equency (Hz x 10-2
FIGURE F-7 (Continued)
EFFECT OF FILTER CUTOFF FR EQUENCY ON TURBULENCE FOR
	




SERIES VIII - N A SA  DATA STUDYP-%
DATA PART/POINT 206/5
	 IDENT. 43 FREQUENCY RANGE z 6.12000 Hz
THE SEGMENT START TIME WAS AT 03:30:06,000
BANDWIDTH - 12.2 Hz	 RECORD LENGTH 2 10.0 SECONDS
MACH	 ALPHA	 3 ETA	 RHO	 DELTAS	 BYPASS	 WATZ
1.8	 -4	 0	 -2.0	 13.5	 0.0	 96.3%






(Ap t 2 ) rms
P t2	 0.010
1. 11, r I
0.000
0	 2	 4	 6	 8	 10 12 14 16 18 20 22
Full Scale Cutoff Frequency (Hz x 10-2)





	32.47 KPa (4.71 PSI A)
0.020




0.000 0	 2	 4	 6	 8	 10 12 14 16 18 20 22
Full Scale Cutoff Frequency (Hz x 10-2)
FIGURE F-8
EFFECT OF FILTER CUTOFF FREQUENCY ON TURBULENCE FOR
W10 = 1.6,	 cz = —4,	 ; = 0,	 WAT2 = 96.9%
I 
22
SERIES Vill - NASA DATA STUDY
CATA PART/POINT 206/5
	 (DENT. 43 FRECUENCY RANGE = 6-12000 Hz
THE SEGMENT START TIME WAS AT 03:30:06.000
EIANDWIDTH = 12.2 Hz 	 RECORD LENGTH 10.0 SF.CONOS
MACH	 ALPHA	 3 ETA	 RHO	 DELTAS	 BYPASS
	 WAT2
	














0	 2	 4	 6	 8	 10 12 14 16 18 20 22
Full Scale Cutoff c requency (Hz x 10-2)











Probe with Average Turbulence
PTI	 32.47 KPa (4.71 PSIA)
O.000 0	 2 6	 8	 io	 12	 14	 16	 18	 20	 22
Full Scale Cutoff Frequency (Hz x 10-2)
FIGURE F-8 (Continued)
EFFECT OF FILTER CUTOFF FREQUENCY ON TURBULENCE FOR













PT2 32.E8 KPa (4.74 PSIA)
Probe with Minimum Turbulence
FLIGHT - NASA DATA STUDY
DATA FLIGHT /RUN 414/2
	
(DENT. " FREQUENCY RANGE 2 4 — 2000 HZ
THE SEGMENT START TIME WAS AT 20:16:46,320
	
BANDWIDTH - 4.0 Hz	 RECORD LENGTH = 1.0 SECONDS
MACH	 ALPHA	 BETA	 ALT	 RHO	 DELTA3	 BYPASS	 WAT2	 Cjvv
1.57	 —3.6	 0.6	 17157(582901	 —2.3	 13.7	 0.0	 a9.3%	 —20-40




(.A P t2 ) rms
P t2	 0.010
0,000
0	 2	 4	 6	 8	 10 12 14 16 18 20 22
Full Scale Cutoff Frequency (Hz x 10-2)
:W
0.000 0 2 4 6 3 10 12 14 16 18 20-22
Full Scale Cutoff Frequency (Hz x 10-2)
FIGURE F-9
EFFECT OF FILTER CUTOFF FREQUENCY ON TURBULENCE FOR
M O 1.57,	 ce —3.6,	 0.6,	 WAT2 89.3%
24
C1W
FLIGHT - NASA DATA STUDY
DATA FLIGHT /RUN 414/2	 IOENT. 4.4	 FREQUENCY RANGE - 4 - 2000 Hz
THE SEGMENT START TIME WAS AT 20:16::6.820
BANDWIDTH = 4.0 Hz
	
RECORD LENGTH - 1.0 SECONDS
MACH	 ALPHA	 BETA	 ALT	 RHO	 DELTAS	 BYPASS	 WAT2
1.57	 -3.8	 0.8	 17167 (56290)	 -2.3	 13.7	 .0.0	 99.3%
(c) Probe = L6R3
0.030	 _	 _	 _ _ —	 --
Turbulence 0.020





0	 2	 4	 6	 8	 10 12 14 16— 18 _ 20 22
f	 Full Scale Cutoff Frequency (Hz x 10-2)
W Probe = L8R1
0.030








0.000 0.. 2. 4 	 . .:	 - .—6
	 8	 10 12	 14	 16	 18	 20 22
Full Scaie Cutoff Frequency (Hz x 10-2)
FIGURE F-9 (Continued)
EFFECT OF FILTER CUTOFF FREQUENCY ON TURBULENCE FOR
MD = 1.57,	 a = —3.6,
	










SERIES VIII - NASA DATA STUDY
i
DATA PART/POINT 15/9	 IDENT. 46	 FREQUENCY RANGE = 6-12000 Hz
THE SEGMENT START TIME WAS AT 02:03:15.000
BANDWIDTH = 12.2 Hz	 RECORD LENGTH - 10.0 SECONDS
.MACH	 ALPHA	 BETA	 RHO	 DELTAS	 BYPASS	 WAT2
1.8
	
—2	 0	 —3.0	 17.4.	 0.0	 80.5%
(a) Probe = L1 R3
0.030 i	 i	 i ---•
CI vv
—25.0
U.uIurI UUvw1U 	 n1 1v1aR,171LL1 1 UIUUM1GC ^^^—.^
PT2 = 36.40 KPa (5.28 PSIA)
0.000	 --	 —_ - —— -- = -
0	 2	 4	 6	 8	 10 12 14 16 18 20 - 22
Full Scale Cutoff Frequency (Hz x 10-"2)









Full Scale Cutoff Freauency (Hz x 10-2)
FIGURE F-10

















(d) Probe - L685
Full SC31e Cutoff Frecuency (Hz x 10-2)
FIGURE F-10 (Continued)
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•	 SERIES VIII -NASA DATA STUDY
DATA PART/POINT 15 / 9
	 (DENT. 45 FREQUENCY 
-
RANGE z 6-12000 HZ
THE SEGMENT START TIME WAS AT 02 :03:15.000
13ANDWIDTH = 12.2 Hz
	
RECORD LENGTH a 10.0 SECONOS
.MACH	 ALPHA	 3ETA	 RHO	 DELTA3	 BYPASS
1.8	 —2	 0	 —3.0	 17.4	 0.0











0	 2	 4	 6	 8	 10 12 14 16 18 20 22
Full Scale Cutoff Frequency (Hz x 10-2)
SERIES Vlll - NASA DATA STUDY
DATA PART/POINT 15/5
	 IOENT. 46	 FREQUENCY RANGE 6-12000 Hz
THE SEGMENT START TIME WAS AT 01:57 : 37.000
BANDWIDTH = 12.2 H:
	
RECORD LENGTH : 10.0 SECONDS
MACH	 ALPHA	 3ETA	 RHO	 DELTAS	 BYPASS	 WAT2
1.8	 —2	 0	 —3.0	 17.4	 0.0	 91.0%
(a)^Probe = L682
0.060--













PT2 = 35.37 KPa (5.13 PStA) 
0.000
0	 2	 4	 6	 8	 10 12 14 16 18 20 22
Full Scale Cutoff Frequency (Hz x 10-21
(b) Probe = L6 R3
0.060
Turbulence





Full Scale Cutoff Frequency (Hz x 10-21
FIGURE F-1 1
EFFECT OF FILTER CUTOFF FREQUENCY ON TURBULENCE FOR
M O = 1.8,
	
a = —2,




SERIES VIII - NASA DATA STUDY
DATA PART/POINT 1815
	 IDENT. 46	 FREQUENCY RANGE = 6 . 12000 Hz
THE SEGMENT START THE WAS AT 01:57:37.000
BANDWIDTH s 12.2 Hz	 RECORD LENGTH = 10.0 SECONDS
MACH	 ALPHA	 ZETA	 RHO	 DELTAS	 BYPASS	 WAT2
1.8	 —2	 0	 —3.0	 17.4	 0.0	 91.0%
C1VV
—17.6
W Probe - L2R4
35.37 KPa 15.13 PSI A)
Probe with Average Turbulence
0	 2	 4	 e	 8	 10 12 14 16 18 20 22
Full Scale Cutoff Frequency (Hz x 10-2)










Turbulence 35.37 KP3 (5.13 PSIA)PT
	0.040	 2





0	 2	 4	 6	 8	 10 12 14 16 18 20 22
Full Scale Cutoff Frequency (Hz x 10-2
FIGURE F-11 (Continued)
EFFECT OF FILTER CUTOFF FREQUENCY ON TURBULENCE FOR
M 0 = 1.8,	 a = —2, ! = 0, VVAT2 = 91.0%
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'	 FLIGHT - NASA DATA STUDY
DATA FLIGHT/RUN 419/1 	 (DENT. 47	 FREQUENCY RANGE r 4 — 2000 Hz
THE SEGMENT START TIME WAS AT 20:21:46.850
7ANDWIOTH n 4.0 Hz	 RECORD LENGTH a 1.0 SECONDS
MACH	 ALPHA	 BETA	 ALT	 RHO	 DELTA3	 BYPASS	 WAT2














0	 2	 4	 6	 8	 10 12 14 16 18 20 22
Full Scale Cutoff Frequency (Hz x 10-2)
(b) Probe = L5R1
-- _^	 PT2 = 39...?5 KPa (5.69 PSIA)






0.000 fc^:=.^__:^ :n:--_-^:_:r.:::.-z_:_:_.::-::::a::.::: t:::r.:...^::•:::^a-::--7
0	 2	 4	 6	 8	 10 12 14 16 18 20 22
Full Scale Cutoff Frequency (Hz x 10'-2)
FIGURE F-12
EFFECT OF FILTER CUTOFF FREQUENCY ON TURBULENCE FOR
M D










FLIGHT - NASA DATA STUDY
DATA FLIGHT/RUN 415/ 1	 IDENT. 47	 FRECUENCY RANGE a A — 2000 Hz
THE 
SEGMENT START TIME WAS AT 20 .21;46.850
BANDWIDTH = 4 0 Hz
	 RECORD LENGTH m 1.0 SECONDS
MACH	 ALPHA	 BETA	 ALT	 RHO	 DELTA3	 BYPASS	 WATZ	 C1.VV
1.75	 —2.8	 0.5	 17846 (588E01	 —2.2	 16.7	 0.0	 30.7%	 —25.000









P-r2 39.25 KPa (5.69 PSIA)
Q.00(j
0	 2	 4	 6	 8	 10 12 14 15 18 20 22
Fult Scale Cutoff Frequency (Hz x 10-2
W Probe = LSR3
I
2
Full Scale Cutoff Frequency (Hz x 10-2 1
FIGURE F- 1 2 (Continued)
EFFECT OF FILTER CUTOFF FREQUENCY ON TURBULENCE FOR
mo = 1.76,	 cz = —2.6,	 ^ = 0.5, WAT2 = 30.7'j0
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•	 FSCP - NASA DATA STUDY
'.. 11
DATA PART/POINT 353/15 (DENT. 48
	
FREQUENCY RANGE a 4 — 2024 Hz
THE SEGMENT START TIME INAS AT 00:42:01.000
BANDWIDTH = 7.9 Hz	 RECORD LENGTH a 13.0 SECONDS
MACH	 ALPHA	 BETA	 RHO	 OELTA2	 BYPASS	 WAT2
1.3	 —2	 0	 —3.0	 18.7	 0.0	 75.1%










0	 2	 4	 6	 8	 10 12 14 16 18 20 22
Full Scale Cutoff Frequency (Hz x 10-2)
(bi Probe = L2R3
0.030
Turbulence







44.20 KPa (6.41 PSI.,)
0.000
r-o	 2	 4	 6	 8	 10 12 14 16 18 20 2
Full Scale Cutoff Frequency (Hz x 10-2)
FIGURE F-13
EFFECT OF FILTER CUTOFF FREQUENCY ON TURBULENCE FOR
M O = 1.3, a= —2,	 0 = 0,	 WAT2 = 75.11110
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C
FSCP - NASA DATA STUDY
OATA PART /POINT 353 / 15 IOENT. 48	 FREQUENCY RANGE = 4 — 20:4 Ha
THE SEGMENT START Ti.%1E WAS AT 00:42:01.000
BANDWIDTH = 7.9 Hz	 RECORD LcNGTH - 13.0 SECONDS
MACH	 ALPHA	 SETA	 RHO	 DELTAS	 BYPASS
	 WAT2	 CSW
1 . 8	 —2	 0	 —3.0	 18.7	 0.0
	 73.1%	 —25.0






0.000 o=u- -: - — -- -- = - —	 =_ = —
0	 2	 4	 6	 8	 10 12 14 16 18 20 22
Full Scale Cutoff Frequency (Hz x 10-2)








PT = 44.20 KPa (6.41 PSIA)
.￿ Probe with Average Turbulence
0.000 _-r: s: s _ ,
0	 2	 4	 6	 $	 10 12 14 16 18 20 22
Full Scale Cutoff Frequency (Hz x 10- 2)
FIGURE F-13 (Continued)
EFFECT OF FILTER CUTOFF FREQUENCY ON TURBULENCE FOR
	
Mo = 1.8,	 a = —2,	 ! = 0, WAT2 = 75.1%
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FSCP - NASA DATA STUDY
- r g DATA PART/POINT 353/5 	 IOENT. 49	 FREQUENCY RANGE n 4 — 2024 HzTHE SEGMENT START TIME WAS AT 00:27:21,000
BANOWIDTH a 7.9 Hz	 RECORD LENGTH n 13.0 SECONDS
MACH	 ALPHA	 SETA	 RHO	 DELTAS	 ayPASS	 WATI.
1.8	 —2	 0	 —3.0	 18.7	 0.0	 82.2%
civv
—25-o









0	 2	 4	 6	 8	 10 12 14 16 18 20 22
Full Scale Cutoff Frequency (Hz x 10-2)
(b) Probe - LSR3
0.030
Turbulence	 PT2	
44.13 KP3 (6.40 PSIA)
0.020(Apt,)) 







0.000 0	 2	 4	 6	 8	 10 12 14 16 1S 20 22
Full Scale Cutoff Frequency (Hz x 10-2)
FIGUR E F-14
EFFECT OF FILTER CUTOFF FREQUENCY ON TURBULENCE FOR
	
M D





FSCP - NASA DATA STUDY
DATA PART/ POINT 353 /5 IDENT. 4 9	 FREQUENCY RANGE - 4 — 2024 Hz
THE SEGMENT START TIME WAS AT 00:27:21.000
BANDWIDTH = 7.9 Hz	 RECORD LENGTH 2 13.0 SECONDS
MACH	 ALPHA	 3ETA	 RHO	 DELTAS	 BYPASS	 WAT2
1.3	 --2	 0	 -3.0	 18.7.	 0.0	 32.2%










0 	 2	 4	 6	 8	 10 12 14 16 18 20 22
Full Scale Cutoff Frequency (Hz x 10-2)






0.0201M(.1P	 )t 2 rms
P2t
0.010
p '	 44.13 KPa (6.40 PSI A) :_r
Probe with Average Turbulence €
^„:. `.^ ^ •-t — -.:.:cam ^ c^^.- ..
0.000 0
	 2	 4	 6	 8	 10 12 14 16 18 20 22
Full Scale Cutoff Frequency ( Hz x 10-2)
FIGURE F-14 (Continued)
EFFECT OF FILTER CUTOFF FREQUENCY ON TURBULENCE FOR
Mo = 1.3,
	 a = -2,	 ! = 0,	 WAT2 = 82.2°o
el
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FSCP • NASA DATA STUDY
DATA PART/POINT 353 /12 (DENT. 50 FREQUENCY RANGE = 4 - 2024 Hz
THE SEGMENT START TIME WAS AT 00:38:18.000
BANDWIDTH = 7.9	 Hz	 RECORD LENGTH = 13,0 SECONDS
MACH	 ALPHA	 BETA	 RHO	 OELTA3	 BYPASS
1.3	 -2	 0	 18.7	 0.0













0	 2	 4	 6	 8	 10 12 14 16 18 20 22
Full Scale Cutoff Frequency i Hz x 10- 2)
(b) Probe = L3R3
0.030
Turbulence










P-T	43.58 KPa (6.32 PSI A)
2
0.000	 -V.jf
0	 2	 4	 6	 8	 10 12 14 16 1E




EFFECT OF FILTER CUTOFF FREQUENCY ON TURBULENCE FOR
	
mo = 1.8,	 a = —2,	 ^ = 0,	 VVAT2 = 85.4%
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Probe with Average TurbulenceIME
r=	
I I
r: I I	 'r: 7	 1	 1
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0,,G1W ' 'pp'rt iS
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OF, 'POOR QIJNLITY
FSCP - NASA DATA STUDY
DATA PART/POINT 353112 10ENT. 50	 FRECUE.NCY RANGE s 4
 — 2024 Hs
THE SEGMENT START TIME WAS AT 00:38:18,000
BANDWIDTH= 7.9 Hz	 RECCRO LENGTH - 13,0 SECONDS
MACH	 ALPHA	 BETA	 RHO	 CELTA3	 BYPASS	 WAT2
1.8	 —2	 0	 —3.0	 18.7	 0.0	 85.4%










0	 2	 4	 6	 8	 10 12 14 16 18 20 22
Full Scale Cutoff
 Frequency (Hz x 10-2)
. ...........
0.0co 0	 2	 4	 6	 8	 10 12 14 16 18 20 22
Full SC31e Cutoff Frequency (Hz x 10-2)
FIGURE F•15 (Continued)
EFFECT OF FILTER CUTOFF FREQUENCY ON TURBULENCE FOR
mo = 1.8,	 a = —2, ^ = 0,	 WAT2 = 85.4%
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FSE - NASA DATA STUDY
DATA PART/POINT 523/2 IDENT. 51	 FREQUENCY RANGE = 4 2024 Hz
;r	 THE SEGMENT START TIME WAS AT 02:48:27.000
BANDWIDTH - 7 . 9 Hz	 RECORD LENGTH = 13.0 SECONDS
MACH	 ALPHA	 3ETA	 RHO	 OELTA3	 BYPASS	 WAT2
	 CIW
1.8	 -2	 0	 -2.9	 18.6	 0.0	 80.6%
	
-25.0







0	 2	 4	 6	 8	 10 12 14 16 18 20 22
Full Scale Cutoff Frequency (Hz x 10-2)
(b) Probe = L5R3
0.030
Turbulence	 3T2 = 43.85 KPa (6.36 PSI A)
iJP )	 0.020t	 w	 Probe with Minimum Turbulence_ .- •—.-_2 ems
0.010 ._
 
 .... . ............
:^::..
	0.000 F` E.	 ^._.:^ ... ......_i_
0	 2	 4	 6	 8	 10 12 14 16 18 20 22
Full Scale Cutoff Frequency (Hz x 10-2)
FIGURE F-16
EFFECT OF FILTER CUTOFF FREQUENCY ON TURBULENCE FOR
M o = 1.8,	 a= —2,
















FSE - NASA DATA STUDY
DATA PAATi POINT 323 /2 IDENT. 51	 FREQUENCY RANGE = 4 — 2024 H;
THE SEGNISNT START TIME WAS AT 02 : 45:27.000
BANDWIDTH - 7.9 Hz	 AECORO LENGTH C 13.0 SECONDS
MACH	 ALPHA	 BETA	 RHO	 OELTA3	 BYPASS	 WAT2
1.3	 —2	 0	 —2.9	 18.8	 0.0	 80.6%







0	 2	 4	 6	 S	 10 12 14 16 18 20 22
Full Scale Cutoff Frequency (Hz x 10-2)
(d) Probe = L3R4
Full Scale Cutoff Frequency (Hz x 10-21
FIGURE F-16 (Continued)
EFFECT OF FILTER CUTOFF FREQUENCY ON TURBULENCE FOR




. ^ ,':ts R QU Pa's
01.
	FSE - NASA DATA STUDY
OATA PART/POINT 525/4	 IDENIT. 52	 FREQUENCY RANGE = 4 - 2024
THE SEGMENT START TIME WAS AT 03 : 18'32.1300
BANDWIDTH - 7.9 Hz	 RECORD LENGTH = 13.0 SECONOS
MACH	 ALPHA	 BETA	 RHO	 DELTA3	 BYPASS	 WATZ	 CIvv
1.8	 -2	 0	 -2.9	 18.6	 0.0	
79.8%	 -25.0









0.010	 Probe with Maximum Turbulence
P-t
	44.33 KPa 1 6.43 PSI A)
2
0.000
0	 2	 4	 6	 3	 10 12 14 16 18 20 22







9^^—j	0.020	 44.33 KPa (6.43 PSIA)
t2 







...	 ... ...	 ... ...
0	 2	 4	 6	 8	 10 12 14 16 18 20 22
Pull Sc3le Cutoff Frequency (Hz x 10-2)
FIGURE F-17
EFFECT OF FILTER CUTOFF FREQUENCY ON TURBULENCE FOR









a FSE - NASA DATA STUDY
DATA PART/POINT 5Z5i 4 IDENT. 52
	 FRECUENCY RANGE = 4 - 2024 Hz
THE SEGMENT START TIME WAS AT 03:18:32.000
BANDWIDTH z 7.9 Hz RECORD LENGTH z 13.0 SECONDS
MACH	 ALPHA	 BETA RHO	 OELTA3	 BYPASS
1.8
	
-2 0	 -2.9	 18.8	 0.0







0	 2	 4	 6	 8	 10 12 14 16 18 20 22
Full Scale Cutoff Frequency (Hz x 10-2)
(d) Probe = L4R6
0.030
Turbulence
	 PT2 = 44.33 KPa (6.43 PSI A)
(,Pt 2 ) ems 	






0	 2	 4	 6	 8	 1Q 12 14 16 18 20 22
Full Scale Cutoff Frequency (Hz x 10-2)
FIGURE F-17 (Continued)
EFFECT OF FILTER CUTOFF FREQUENCY ON TURBULENCE FOR




FLIGHT - NASA DATA STUDY
DATA FUGHT, , RUN 416/1	 IDENT. 53
	 FREQUENCY RANGE n 4 — 2000 Hz
THE SEGMENT START TIME WAS AT 16:09-18.400
	
BANDWIDTH - 4.0 Hz	 RECORD LENGTH - 1.0 SECONDS
ALPHA	 BETA	 ALT	 RHO	 DELTAS	 BYPASS	 WATZ	 CIVv
—2.3	 0.2	 17511 (5745 43	 —2.3	 18.2	 0.0	 78.9%	 —25.000




0	 2	 4	 6	 8	 10 12 14 16 18 20 22
Full Scale Cutoff Frequency (Hz x 10-2








(.%P t2 ) rms
	
0.020	 PTT = 44.95 KPa (6.52 PSIA)




0	 2	 4	 6	 8	 10 12 14 16 18 20 22
Full Scale Cutoff Frequency (Hz x 10-2)
FIGURE F-18
EFFECT OF FILTER CUTOFF FREQUENCY ON TURBULENCE FOR
	




(Ap 12 ) rms
Pt2
	 0.010
FLIGHT - NASA DATA STUDY
DATA FLIGHT/RUN 416/1	 (DENT. 53
	
FRECUENCY RANGE s 4 —  2000 Hz
THE SEGMENT STARTTIME WAS AT 16;09:18.400
	
BANDWIDTH = 4.0 Hz	 RECORD LENGTH = 1.0 SECONDS
MACH
	 ALPHA	 BETA	 ALT	 RHO	 DELTAS	 BYPASS	 WAT2	 Csvv
1.31	 —2.3	 0.2	 17511(57450	 —2.8	 18.2	 0.0	 78.9%	 —25-000
W Probe L6R-'
0,000
0	 2	 4	 6	 3	 10 12 14 16 18
	 22
Full Scale Cutoff Frequency (Hz x 10-2
(d) Probe = LSR2
0.030=
Turbulence
(.ip.	 ) 0.0202 rrns
Pt2
L2 44.95 KPa (6.52 PSIA)







0	 2	 4	 6	 8	 10 12 14 16 1 8 20 22
Full Scale Cutoff Frequency (Hz x 10-2
FIGURE F-18 (Continued)
EFFECT OF FILTER CUTOFF FREQUENCY ON TURBULENCE FOR
mo = 1.81,	 a = —2.3, i = 0.2, WAT2 = 78.91%
f"
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FSCP - NASA DATA STUDY
DATA PART /POINT
	 35F/ 9 IOENT. 54	 FREQUENCY RANGE	 4 — 2024
THE 
SEGMENT START TIME WAS AT 01: 40:03.000
9ANowiOTH a 7.9 Xx REC; .3RO LENGTH - 13.0 SECONDS
MACH	 ALPHA	 BETA	 RHO	 OELTA3	 BYPASS	 wAT2









0.010 Probe with ',;^G,x-jrnum' Turbulence
p	 44.26 KPa (6.42 PSIA)
r2
0.000
0	 2 4	 6	 8	 10	 12	 14	 16	 18	 20	 22










lb) Probe - L81`13
Full Scale Cutoff Frequency (Hz x 10-2
FIGURE F-19
EFFECT- OF FILTER CUTOFF FREQUENCY ON TURBULENCE FOR
mo = 1.8,	 4,	 0,	 VVAT2 = 79.90%
.A	 I





FREQUENCY RANGE = 4 — 2024
THE SEGMENT START TIME WAS AT 01:40 :03.000
BANDWIDTH -- 7.9 Hz	 RECORD LZ-NGTH = 13.0 S ECONDS
MACH	 ALPHA	 BETA	 RHO	 DELTAS	 BYPASS	 WAT2
	
CIVV
1.8	 4	 a	 2.5	 18.7	 0.0	 79.3%
	
—25.0











0	 2	 4	 6	 8	 10 12 14 16 18 20 22
Full Scale Cutoff Frequency (Hz x 10- 2 )
(d) Probe = L285
0.030
44.26 KPa (6.42 PSIA)
	Turbulence	
P-t20.020
Probe with Average Turbulence
	
2 ms	 	 7n
	
-r.. r	 n 7t:	 7==
P
t2
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0	 2	 4	 6	 B	 70 12 14 16 18 20 22
Full Scale Cutoff Fre quency (Hz x 10-2
FIGURE F-19 (Continued)
EFFECT OF FILTER CUTOFF FREQUENCY ON TURBULENCE FOR
NIO = 1.8,	 4, 0,	 WAT2 = 79.9%
45
?.jC;,60 -?110 IS





FREQUENCY RANGE z 4 — 2024
THE SEGMENT START TINIE WAS AT 03:40:30,000
BANDWIDTH x 7.9 Hz RECORD LENGTH = 13.0 SECONDS
MACH	 ALPHA 8 ETA	 RHO	 OELTA3	 BYPASS
1.3	 4 0	 2.5	 18.7	 0.0




44.40 KPa (6.44 PSI A)
P-t2
Probe with Minimum Turbulence
- — - ---------
0.000
0	 2	 4	 6	 8	 10 12 14 16 18 20 22
Full Scale Cutoff Frequency (Hz x 10-2)
(b) Probe - 1-8133
0.030







1	 2	 4	 6	 8	 10 12 14 18	 18 20 2!
Full Scale Cutoff Frequency (Hz x 10-2
FIGURE F-20
EFFECT OF FILTER CUTOFF FREQUENCY ON TURBULENCE FOR

















FSE - NASA DATA STUDY
DATA PART/ POINT 528,'Z IOENT. 55	 FREQUENCY RANGE z 4 - 2024
THE SEGMENT START TIME WAS AT 03:40-.36,000
BANDWIDTH * 7.9 Hz	 RECORD LENGTH n 13.0 SECONDS
MAC34	 ALPHA	 BETA	 RHO	 DELTAS	 BYPASS	 WAT2
	 CIVV
1.3	 4	 0	 2.5	 18.7	 0.0	 80.8%









44-40 KPa (6.44 PSIA )PT2
Probe with Average Turbulence
0	 2	 4	 6	 8	 10 12 14 16 18 20 - 22
Full Scale Cutoff Frequency (Hz x 10-2)
(d) Probe - L6R6
Full Scale Cutoff Frequency (Hz x 10-2
FIGURE F- - 26 (Continued)
EFFECT OF FILTER CUTOFF FREQUENCY ON TURBULENCE FOR
mo = 1.8,	 a= 4,	 9 = 0, WAT 2 = 30.8%
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FSE - NASA DATA STUDY
DATA PART/POINT 529/4	 [DENT. 56 FR EQUENCY_ RANGE - 4 - 2024
.
 H2
THE SEGMENT START TIME WAS AT 04;25;48.000
BANDWIDTH - 7.9 Hx	 RECORD LENGTH - 13.0 SECONDS
MACH	 ALPHA	 BETA	 RHO	 DELTA)	 BYPASS	 WAT2






t2 rms	 PT2 
44.68 KPa (6.48 PSIA)
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P-t2	 44.68 KPa (6.•8 PSI A)
0.000
0	 2	 4	 6	 8	 10 12 14 16 18 20 22
Full Scale Cutoff Fre quency (Hz x 10-21
FIGURE F-21
EFFECT OF FILTER CUTOFF FREQUENCY ON TURBULENCE FOR
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3	 2	 4 6	 8
	 10	 12	 14	 16 18 20 2
FSE - NASA DATA STUDY
DATA PART/ POINT 529/4	 (DENT. 56	 FR	 N- FOUECY 
-
RANGE = 4 - 2024 He
THE SEGMENT START TIME WAS AT 04-.25:48.000
BANDWIDTH - 7.9 HZ	 RECORD LENGTH 13.0 SECONDS
MACH	 ALPHA	 B ETA	 RHO	 DELTA3	 BYPASS	 VVAT2




Probe with Maximum Turbulence
44.6 8 KPa ( 6.48 PSI A)PT2
4­4
_WL T^T
0	 2	 4	 6	 8	 10 12 14 16 18 20 22
Full Scale Cutoff Frequency (Hz x 10-2)
0.030
Turbulence





 Frequency (Hz x 10-2)
FIGURE F-21 (Continued)
EFFECT OF FILTER CUTOFF FREQUENCY ON TURBULENCE FOR













•	 SERIES V111 - NASA DATA STUDY
DATA PART /POINT 249/5 /DENT. 60	 FREQUENCY RAMGE = 5-12000 Hz
THE SEGMENT START TIME WAS AT 06 : 15:59.000
9ANDWI0TH _ 12.2 Hz	 RECORD LFENGTH a 10.0 SECONDS
MACH	 ALPHA	 BETA	 RHO	 OEL7A3	 BYPASS	 WAT2
212	 —2	 0	 —4.0	 25.0	 .0774 (120.0)	 65.0%






PT = 42.89 KPa (6.22 PSIA) =^_
0.000
	
0	 2	 4	 6	 8	 10 12 14 16 18 20 22
Full Scale Cutoff Frequency (Hz x 10-2)











PT = 42.39 KPa (6.22 PSIA)_
Probe with Minimum Turbulence
0.000
0	 2	 4	 6	 8	 10 12 14 16 18 20 22
Full Scale Cutoff Frequency (Hz x 10-2)
FIGURE F-22
EFFECT OF FILTER CUTOFF FREO.JENCY ON TURBULENCE FOR








SERIES VIII - NASA DATA STUDY
DATA PART/POINT 249/5
	 IOENT. 60
	 FREQUENCY RANGE = 8-12000 Hz
THE SEGMENT START TIME WAS AT 06:15:59.000
BANDWIDTH s 12.2 Hz	 RECORD LENGTH - 10.0 SECONOS
MACH	 ALPHA	 BETA	 RHO	 OELTA3	 BYPASS	 WAT2
2.2
	
—2	 0	 --4.0	 25.0	 07741120.01	 65.0%









	 P	 - 42.89 KPa (6.22 PSIA)
	
T2	 ^^^
Probe with Maximum Turbulence =- nEil
0.000
0	 2	 4	 6	 8	 10 12 14 16 18 20 22
Full Scale Cutoff Frequency (Hz x 10--2)
(d) Probe - L8R6
^_....,.^ ...
	
........ .._1................()'000_ ..  ..  ....:_.^,
0	 2	 4	 6	 8	 10 12 14 16 18 20 22
Full Scale Cutoff Frequency (Hz x 10-2)
FIGURE F-22 (Continued)
EFFECT OF FILTER CUTOFF FREQUENCY ON TURBULENCE FOR




•	 SERIES Vill - NASA DATA STUDY
DATA PART/POINT 249/9	 :DENT, 61	 FREQUENCY RANGE 6. 12000 Hz
THE SEGMENT START TIME WAS AT 06:21:10.000
13ANOVYIOTM - 12.2 Hz	 RECORD LENGTH 10.0 SECONDS
MACH	 ALPHA	 BETA	 RHO	 DELTAS	 BYPASS	 WAT2










. - rT2 = 
44.00 -Nt'3 (0.36 PSIA)
0.000
0	 2	 4	 6	 8	 10 12 14 16 78 20 22
Full Scale Cutoff Frequency ( H z x 10-2)
(b) Probe = L7 R3
0.030
Turbulence
r2	 - -	 ^
_
	







0.000 0	 2	 4	 6	 8	 10	 12	 14	 16
	
18	 20	 22
Full Scale Cutoff Frequency (Hz x 10-2)
FIGURE F-23
EFFECT OF FILTER CUTOFF FREQUENCY ON TURBULENCE FOR
mo	 2.2,	 —2,	 0,	 VVAT2	 62.90"o
52














ox	 U13	 SERIES Vill - NASA DATA STUDYOsIN voo,^-
0'q
DATA PART/POINT 249/9	 IDENT. 51	 FREQUENCY RANGE = 6-12000 Hz
THE SEGMENT START TIME WAS AT 06;21:10.000
BANDWIDTH a 12.2 Hz
	
RECORD LENGTH - 10.0 SECONDS
MACH	 ALPHA	 BETA	 RHO	 DELITA3	 BYPASS	 WAT2
2.	 —2	 0	 —4.0	 25.0	 .0774 (120.31	 62.9%






0	 2	 4	 6	 8	 10 12 14 16 18 20 22
Full Scale Cutoff Frequency (Hz x 10-2}




t2 rMS . .........
P
Z 2
0.010 Probe with Maximum—Turoutence
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2	 4	 6	 9	 70 12	 14 16	 18	 20 22
Full Scale Cu t off Frequency (Hz x 10-2)
FIGURE F-23 (Continued)
EFFECT OF FILTER CUTOFF FREQUENCY ON TURBULENCE FOR
mo = 2.2,	 a = -2, g = 0, WAT2 = 62.9%
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FSCP - NASA DATA STUDY
DATA PART/POINT 385/5 (DENT. 62 FREQUENCY
-
 RANGE =_4_ . 2024 Hz
THE SEGMENT START TIME WAS AT 01:32:35.u00
BANDWIDTH 2 7.9	 Hz	 RECORD LENGTH - 13.0 SECONDS
MACH	 ALPHA	 BETA	 RHO	 DELTA,	 BYPASS	 WAT2
2.2	 -2	 0	 --4.0	 25.0	 .0774 1120.01	 61.7%









0	 2	 4	 6	 8	 10 12 14 18 18 20 22
Full Scale Cutoff Frequency (Hz x 10-2)
(b) Probe= L1 R3
0.030
Turbulence




Full Scale Cutoff Frequency (Hz x 10-2)
FIGURE F-24
EFFECT OF FILTER CUTOFF FREQUENCY ON TURBULENCE FOR
Mo = 2.2,	 a = -2, 0 = 0,  WAT2 = 61.7%
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FSCP - NASA DATA STUDY
DATA PART: POINT 385/5 ICENT. 82	 FREQUENCY RANGE m4-2024Hz
THE SEGMENT START T1ME'NAS AT 01:32:35.600
BANDWIDTH n 7.3 Hz RECORD LENGTH m 13.0 SECONDS
MACH ALPHA	 a ETA	 RHO	 OELTA3	 3YPASS	 WAT2
2.2 —2 0	 —4.0	 25.0	 .0774 (120.01	 81.7%




(.1P t2 rms V=M=
p
t2 0.010 Probe with Average Turbulence
Ft- = " . 40 KPa (6.44 PSIA)
:ffl-0.004 R 2
0	 2 4	 6	 8	 10	 12	 14	 16	 18	 20	 22




(d) Probe - L3R5
0.030
Turbulence ~_ P t = 44.40KP3(6.44PSIA)
0.020
ms	 Probe with Minimum Turbulence
42
0.010
- - -----	 ......	 ..... .
0.000 0	 2	 4	 6	 8	 10 12 14 16 18 20 22
Full Scale Cutoff Frequenc i (Hz x 10-2)
FIGURE F-24 (Continued)
EFFECT OF FILTER CUTOFF FREQUENCY ON TURBULENCE FOR
MO = 2.2,	 a = -2, ; = 0, VVAT2 = 61.7%
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FSCP - NASA DATA STUDY
a.
	
DATA PART / POINT 383/2	 IOENT. 63 FREQUENCY RANGE -4.2024ft
THE SEGMENT START 71ME WAS AT 01:29'15.000
9ANOWI0TH n 7.9 Hr	 RECORD LENGTH - 13.0 SECONDS
MACH	 ALPHA	 SETA	 RHO	 OELTA3	 BYPASS	 WAT2







- - ----- ----
P
t2 Probe with Maximum Turbulence0.010
PT = 43.99 KPa (6.38 PSI A}
2
0.000 U:
0	 2	 4	 6	 8	 10 12 14 16 18 20 22
Full Scale Cutoff Frequency (Hz x 10-2,









-1 3.99 KPa (6.38 PSIA)
0.000 0	 2	 4	 6	 8	 10 12 14 16 18 20 22
Full Scale Cutoff Frequency (Hz x 10-21
FIGURE F-25
EFFECT OF FILTER CUTOFF FREQUENCY ON TURBULENCE FOR
















FSCP - NASA DATA STUDY
DATA PART/POINT M/2
	 ]DENT. 63 FREQUENCY
_
 RANGE = 4 • 2024 Hz
THE 5dG,kAENT SMART TIME WAS AT 01:29:75.000
BANDWIDTH z 7.9 Hi
	
3ECORO LENGTH = 13.0 SECONDS
MACH	 ALPHA	 BETA	 RHO	 DELTA3	 BYPASS	 WAT2
2.2	 —2	 0	 --4.0	 25.0	 .0775 (120.1)	 02.3%




P-r2 = 43.39 KPa (6.38 PSIA)
0.000 —	 = t—	 —.._..	 _	 T'= w
0	 2	 4	 6	 8	 10 12 14 16 18 20 22
Full Scale Cutoff Frequency (Hz x 10-2)
(d) Probe = L7R6
0.000 , : :^_ _::^_:^ -.:::a .:-z __:_.-.:-::: ^::::::•-i::::::::::•;:::-:
0	 2	 4	 6	 8	 10 12 ?4 16 18 20 22
Full Scale Cutoff Freauency (Hz x 10-2)
FIGURE F-25 (Continued)
EFFECT OF FILTER CUTOFF FREQUENCY ON TURBULENCE FOR
M O = 2.2,	 a = —2, ^ = 0, WAT2 = 62.3%
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•	 FSE - NASA DATA STUDY
DATA PART/POINT 342/2
	 10ENT. 64 FREQUENCY RANGE • 4 - 2024 MR
THE SEGMENT START TIME WAS AT 212:51:48.0;-.
BANDWIDTH a 7.9 Hz	 RECORO LENGTH n 13.0 SECONDS
MACH	 ALPHA	 BETA	 RHO	 DELTA:J	 BYPASS	 WAT2
2.2	 —2	 0	 —4.0	 24.8	 .0278 (43.1)	 60.2%
If.
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0.010	 Probe with Average Turbulence
PT
	56.05 KP3 (8.13 PSIA)
2
0.0(30 0_:'z-
2	 4	 6	 9	 10 12	 14	 16
	
18
Full Scale Cutoff Frequenc ,, (Hzx 10-2)
FIGURE F-26
EFFECT OF FILTER CUTOFF FREQUENCY ON TURBULENCE FOR












	 IOENT. 64 FREQUENCY RANGE 4. 2024 Hz
THE SEGMENT START TIME WAS AT 22 . 51:48 .000
BANDWIDTH. 7.9 Hz	 RECORD LENGTH - 13.0 SECONDS
	
MACH	 ALPHA	 BETA	 RHO	 CIELTA3	 BYPASS	 WAT2












0	 2	 4	 6	 8	 10 12 14 16 18 20-22
Full Scale Cutoff Frequency (Hz x 10-2)











56.05 KPa (8.13 PSIA)
PT2
Probe with Minimum Turbulence 11:
0—
 2	 4	 6	 8	 10 12 14 16 18 20 22
Full Scale Cutoff
 Frequency (Hz x 1 0-2)
FIGURE F - 26 (Continued)
EFFECT OF FILTER CUTOFF FREQUENCY ON TURBULENCE FOR
M0 = 2.2,	 cx = —2, ^ = 0,	 WAT2 = 60.20,16
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FSE- NASA DATA STUDY
DATA PART/POINT 543/4 IDENT. so
	 FREQUENCY RANGE 44-2024Hz
THE SEGMENT START TIME WAS AT 23:12:07.000
13ANDVVIOTH a 7.9 Mz	 qECORO LENGTH n 13.0 SECONDS
MACH	 ALPHA	 BETA	 RHO	 DELTAS	 BYPASS	 WAT2
2.2	 —2	 a	 —4.0	 24.8	 .0223 (34-5)	 60.5%
CI vv
—25.0







0	 2	 4	 6	 8	 10 12 14 16 18 20 22
Full Scale Cutoff Frequency (Hz x 10-2)
(b) Probe - L3R1
0.030
Turbulence





55.78 KPa (8.09 PSI A)
PT2
Probe with Maximum Turbulence
7 70.000	 iL-0	 2	 4	 6	 8	 10 12 14 16i8 20 22
Full Scale Cutoff Freq uency (Hz x 10-21
FIGURE F-27
EFFECT OF FILTER CUTOFF FREQUENCY ON TURBULENCE FOR




FSE - NASA DATA STUDY
OATH PART. POINT 543/4	 (DENT. 55	 FREQUENCY RANGE - 4. 2024 Ha
THE SEGMENT START TIME WAS AT 23:12:07.000
BANDWIDTH - 7.9 H: 	 RECORD LENGTH ; 13.0 SECONDS
MACH	 ALPHA	 BETA	 RHO	 DELTA3	 BYPASS	 WAT:
2.2	 —2	 0	 —4.0	 Z4.3	 .0223 !34.51	 60.5%








Pt2 55.78 KP3 (8.09 PSIA)
0	 2	 4	 6	 8	 10 12 14 ~ 16 1S 20 22
Full Sc31e Cutoff Frequency (Hz x 10-2)









Full Sc31e Cutoff Frequency (Hz x 10-2)
FIGURE F-27 (Continued)
EFFECT OF FILTER CUTOFF FREQUENCY ON TURBULENCE FOR
M D









SERIES V111 - NASA DATA STUDY
DATA PART/POINT 184/7 	 (DENT. 66	 FREQUENCY RANGE = 6-12000 Hz
THE SEGMENT START TIME WAS AT 20:22:12.000
BANDWIDTH = 12.2 Hz
	
RECORD LENGTH = 10.0 SECONDS
MACH	 ALPHA	 BETA	 RHO	 DELTAS	 BYPASS	 WAT2
	 CIW
2.2	 0	 0	 X2.0	 22.3	 0.0	 69.3%
	
—25.0
(a) Probe r L2R1
0.000
0	 2	 4	 6	 8	 10 12 14 16 18 20 22
Full Scale Cutoff Frequency (Hz x 10-2)








Full Scale Cutoff Frequency (Hz x 10-2)
FIGURE F -28
EFFECT OF FILTER CUTOFF FREQUENCY ON TURBULENCE FOR






SERIES Vill - NASA DATA STUDY
DATA PART/ POINT 184/7
	
(DENT. 66 FREQUENCY RANGE 4-12000 Hz
THE SEGMENT START ilMEWAS AT 20:22:12.000
BANDWIDTH = 12.2 Hz	 RECORD LENGTH - 10.0 SECONDS
MACH	 ALPHA	 SETA	 RHO	 OELTA3	 BYPASS	 WATZ	 CjVV
2"	 0	 0	 -2.0	 22.5	 0.0	 69.3%	 -25.0
(c) Probe a L3R6
0.030
Turbulence
0.020	 P—	 42.33 KPa (6.14 PSIA)
(.1P
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Probe with Average Turbulence
0.000
	
0	 2	 4	 6	 8	 10 12 14 16	 18 20 22
Full Scale Cutoff Frequency (Hz x 10-2)
FIGURE F-28 (Continued)
EFFECT OF FILTER CUTOFF FREQUENCY 
ON 
TURBULENCE FOR
















SERIES V111 - NASA DATA STUDY
DATA PART /POINT 184,5
	 (DENT. 67	 FREQUENCY RANGE : 6-12000 Hz
THE SEGMENT START TIM E WAS AT x.0:19:38.000
BANDWIDTH - 12.2 Hz
	 RECORD LENGTH - 10.0 SECONDS
MACH	 ALPHA	 3E7A	 RHO	 DELTA3	 BYPASS
2.2	 0	 0	 —2.0	 22.5	 0.0






0	 2	 4	 6	 8	 10 12 14 16 18 20 22
Full Scale Cutoff Frequency (Hz x 10-2)
(b) Probe - L8R3
Full Scale Cutoff Frequency (Hz x 10 -2)
FIGURE F-29
EFFECT OF FILTER CUTOFF FREQUENCY ON TURBULENCE FOR
M O = 2.2,	 a = 0,	 ^ = 0, WAT2 = 75.4%
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SERIES Vill —NASA DATA STUDY
DATA PART/POINT 184, 5	 IDENT. 67 3 FREQUENCY RANGE = 6-12000 Hz
THE SEGMENT START TIME WAS AT 20:19:28.000
BANDWIDTH - 12.2 Hz	 RECORD LENGTH a 10.0 SECONDS
MACH	 ALPHA	 9 ETA	 RHO	 DELTA3	 BYPASS	 WAT2	 CIVV
2.2	 0	 a	 —2.0	 22.5	 0.0	 75.4%	 —25.0




F. - ^ ;—(apt2 rms
7
P t2 -- 	 with Average Turbulence
	




0	 2	 4	 6	 8	 10 12 14 16 18 20 22
Full Scale Cutoff Frequency (Hz x 1 0-2)










PT2 41.99 KPa (6.09 PSIA)
Probe with Minimum Turbulence
0-- 2	 4	 6	 8	 10 12 14 16 18 20 22
Full Scale Cutoff Frequency (Hz x 10-2)
FIGURE P-29 (Continued)
EFFECT OF FILTER CUTUFF FREQUENCY ON TURBULENCE FOR
	
mo = 2.2,	 a = 0, ^ = 0, WAT2 = 75.41/10
tc
65
2(b) Probe = L3R3
Full Scale Cutoff Frequency (Hz x 10-2)
FSCP - NASA DATA STUDY
DATA PART/POINT 413, 9
	 IDENT. 68	 FREQUENCY RANGE = 4 — 2024 Hz
THE SEGMENT START TIME WAS AT 22 30:10.000
BANDWIDTH i 7.9 Hz	 RECORD LENGTH - 13.0 SECONDS
-MACH	 ALPHA	 SETA	 RHO	 OELTA3	 BYPASS	 WAT2	 CIW







0.000	 - -I-- --	 —	 - - -=t =---- - I
0	 2	 4	 6	 8	 10 12 14 16
	 18 20 22









EFFECT OF FILTER CUTOFF FREQUENCY ON TURBULENCE FOR










(C) Probe - L6F 14
II
FSCI* - NASA DATA STUDY
DATA PART/ POINT 413/9	 IDENT. iS	 FREQUENCY RANGE = 4 — 2024 Hz
THE SEGMENT START TIME WAS AT 22.30:10.000
BANDWIDTH = 7.9 Hz	 RECORD LENGTH = 13.0 SECONDS
MACH	 ALPHA	 BETA	 RHO	 CELTA3	 BYPASS
	
WAT2	 CIVv





---0.000	 - - -----
—
0	 2	 4	 6	 8	 10 12 14 16 1 8
 2-0 22
Full Scale Cutoff Frequency (Hz x 10-2)
(d) Probe - L5R5
0.060





 t2 R -
43.16 KP3 (6.26 PSIA) K'^
0.0,00
0	 2	 4	 6	 8
	
10 ::-: 12 : 14	 16	 18	 20 22
Full Scale Cutoff Frequency (Hz x 10-2)
FIGURE F-30 (Continued)
EFFECT OF FILTER CUTOFF FREQUENCY ON TURBULENCE FOR









FSCP - NASA DATA STUDY
DATA PART.'POINT 410/12 IDENT. 39
	 FREQUENCY RANGE - 4 — 2024 Hz
THE SEGMENT START TIME WAS AT 22:34:15.000
BANDWIDTH a 7.9 Hz	 RECORD LENGTH n 13.0 SECONDS
MACH	 ALPHA	 JETA	 RHO	 DELTAS	 BYPASS	 %VA r2	 --IW
2.2	 0	 0	 —2.0	 22.5	 0.0	 58.3%	 —25.0







0	 2	 4	 6	 8	 10 12 14 16 18 20 22
Fud Scale Cutoff Frequency (Hz x 10-2)
(b) Probe - LSR3
Full Scale Cutoff Fre quency (Hz x 10-2)
FIGURE F-31
EFFECT OF FILTER CUTOFF FREQUENCY ON TURBULENCE FOR
Imo = 2.2,











FSCP - NASA DATA STUDY
DATA PART /POINT 413 / 12 (CENT. 89
	 FREQUENCY RANGE - 4 — 2024 Hz
THE SEGMENT START TIME WAS AT 22:34!15.000
SANOWIDTH n 7.9 Hs	 RECORD LENGTH - 13.0 SECONDS
MACH	 ALPHA	 BETA	 RHO	 DELTA3	 3YPASS	 WA72	 CIW
2.2	 0	 0	 —2.0	 22.5	 0.0	 68.3%	 —25.0











	43.02 KPa (6.24 PSI A)
2
'— Probe with Maximum 'Turbulence
	
0.000 ^=-- -	 ^•__ - -z s..
0	 2	 4	 6	 8	 10 12 14 16 18 20 22
Full Scale Cutoff Frequencv (Hz x 10-2)
(d) Probe= L6 R4
Full Sc3le Cutoff Freauency (Hz x 10-2)
FIGURE F-31 (Continued)
EFFECT OF FILTER CUTOFF FREQUENCY ON TURBULENCE FOR
M o = 2.2, a= 0,	 ^ = 0,	 WAT2 = 63.3%
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FREQUENCY RANGE = 4 — 2000 Hz
THE SEGMENT START TIME WAS AT 05:09:58.870
	
BANDWIDTH = 4.0 H:
	 RECORD LENGTH = 1.0 SECONDS










(a)Probe - L1 R30.300
Turbulence
	







0	 2	 4	 6	 8	 10 12 14 16 18 20 22
Full Scale CutOif Frequency (Hz x 10-21















P7. 2 = 15.24 KPa (2.21 PSIA) _-
Probe with Minimum Turbulence
0	 2	 4	 6	 8	 10 12 14 16 18 20 22
Full Scale Cutoff Frequency (Hz x 10- 21
FIGURE F-32
EFFECT OF FILTER CUTOFF FREQUENCY ON TURBULEN CE FOR
M O = 2.21,
	








FLIGHT - NASA DATA STUDY
OATA FUGHT.'RUN 423/1	 iDENT. 70	 FREQUENCY RANGE = 4 — 2000 Ha
THE SEGMENT STARTT:MS WAS AT 05:08:58.870
BANOWIOTH = 4.0 Ms	 RECORC LENGTH = 1.0 SECONDS
MACH
	
ALPHA	 BETA	 ALT	 RHO	 OELTA3	 BYPASS	 WAT2	 C1W
2.21	 011	 0.2
	
166223 (542101	 —2.2	 22.9	 0.0	 73.0%	 —25.000
(C) Probe - L6R6
0,300
0	 2	 4	 6	 8	 10 12 14 16 18 ~ 20 22
Full Scale Cutoff Frequency (Hz x 10-2)




0.100	 Probe with Maximum Turbulence
	





16 18 20 22
Full Scale Cutoff Fre quency (Hz x 10 -2)
i^
FIGURE F-32 (Continued)
EFFECT OF FILTER CUTOFF FREQUENCY ON TURBULENCE FOR
	
mo = 2.21,	 a = 0. 1, Q = 0.2,








FSCP - NASA DATA STUDY
OA-,'A PART/POINT 382/3	 IDENT. 71	 FREQUENCY RANGE z 4 - 2024 Hz
THE SEGMENT START TIME WAS AT 00:52;38.000
BANDWIDTH 2 7.9 Hz	 RECORD LENGTH - 13.0 SECONDS
MACH	 ALPHA	 3ETA	 RHO	 DELTA3	 BYPASS	 WAT2
	
CIVv
2.2	 4	 0	 0.0	 25.0	 .0774 t 1 20. 01 	60.7%
	
-25.0
(a) Probe - L881
0.030
0 .00(l, I= 
	
==*:=-_-7- 	 --!
0	 2	 4	 6	 8	 10 12 14 16 18 20 22
Full Scale Cutoff Frequency (Hz x 10-2)
(b) Probe = L4R3
0,030
Turbulence












0	 2	 4	 6	 8	 10 12 14 16 18 20 22
Full Scale Cutoff Frequency (Hz x 10-2)
FIGURE F-33
EFFECT OF FILTER CUTOFF FREQUENCY ON TURBULENCE FOR
mo = 2.2, a = 4, ^ = 0,	 VVAT2 = 60.7%
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FSCP - NASA DATA STUDY
;p
DATA PART/POINT 382/ 3	 IDENT. 71	 FREQUENCY RANGE = 4 - 2024 Hz
THE SEGMENT START TIME WAS AT 00 :52:38.000
OANOWIDTH z 7,9 H2	 RECORD LZ .%G-. H = 13.0 SECONDS
MACH	 ALPHA	 BETA	 RHO	 DELTA3	 BYPASS	 WAT2
2 .2	 4	 0	 0.0	 25.0	 .0774 (120.0)	 60.7%









44.40 KPa (6.44 PSWPT2
	
0 . 000	 = -,=I::
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(d)Probe = ORS
0.030
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	o.0 ,20	 2P 
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Full Scale Cutoff Frequency (Hz x 10-2
FIGURE F-33 (Continued)
EFFECT OF FILTER CUTOFF FREQUENCY ON TURBULENCE FOR















FSE- NASA DATA STUDY
DATA PART / POINT 5461 2 (DENT. 72
	
FREQUENCY RANGE = 4 — 2025 H=
THE SEGMENT START TIME WAS AT 23 : 30:02.000
BANDWIDTH a 7.9 Hr	 RECORD LENGTH : 13.0 SECONDS
MACH	 ALPHA	 BETA	 RHO	 0 ELT A3	 BYPASS	 WAT2	 CIW
2.2	 4	 0	 1.0	 25.0	 .0791 (121.11	 53.2`L	 —25.0







0	 2	 4	 6	 8	 10 12 '4 16 18 20 22
Full Scale Cutoff Frequency (Hz x 10-2)
(b) Probe - L883
Full Scale Cutoff Frequency (Hz x 10-21
FIGURE F-34
EFFECT OF FILTER CUTOFEFREQUENCY ON TURBULENCE FOR
m o
 = 2.2,	 a = 4, ^ = 0, WAT2 = 59.2 0,o
a^
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KFSE - NASA DATA STUDY
DATA PART/POINT 546/2	 IDENT. 72	 FREQUENCY RANGE - 4 — 2024 Hz
THE SEGMENT START T1rvIE WAS AT 23:30:02.000
SANOWIOTM s 71 Hz
	
RECORD LENGTH = 13.0 SECONDS
MACH	 ALPHA	 SETA	 RHO	 DELTAS	 BYPASS	 WAT2	 CIVv
2.2	 4	 0	 1.0	 25.0	 .0781 (121.11	 59.2%	 —25.0











Pt	 56-95 KPa (8.26 PSI A)
2
Probe with Minimum Turbulence MN
0.000 16W-
0	 2	 4	 6	 8	 10 12 14 16 18 20 22
Full Scale Cutoff Frequency (Hz x 10-2)
(d) Probe = L3R4
0.030
0.020 . .......	 . . ............
 :-- 
7. --Z==
0.010 7 ga, P-r	 56.95 KPa (8.26 PSW
2
Probe with Maximum Turbulence
0.000 0	 2	 4	 6	 8	 10 12 14 16 18 20 22
Full Scale Cutoff Frequency ;Hz x 70-2)
FIGURE F-34 (Continued)
EFFECT OF FILTER CUTOFF FREQUENCY ON TURBULENCE FOR











•	 FSE - NASA DATA STUDY
DATA PART/ POINT 546,4 1DENT. 73
	 FREQUENCY RANGE =4 — 2024 Hz
THE SEGMENT START TIME WAS AT 23::3:50.00o
BANDWIDTH a 7.9 H =	 RECORD LENGTH 13.0 SECONDS
i	 MACH	 ALPHA	 SETA	 RHO	 DELTA3	 BYPASS	 WAT2	 CIW
2 2	 4	 0	 1.0	 25.0	 .0791 {121.11	 58.2%	 —25.0
I
ei









P- = 56.88 KPa (8.25-PSIA)	 --^
1 2 	 —fir---
-" Probe with Average Turbulence
-— ^,_•--^ -mow— T
0	 2	 4	 6	 8	 10 12 14 16 18 20 22
Full Scale Cutoff Frequency I H z x 10-2)
(b) Probe - L3R3
Full Scale Cutoff Frequency (Hz x 10-2)
7	 FIGURE F-35
















FSE - NASA DATA STUDY
DATA PARTi POINT 548 . 4	 IOENT. 73	 FREQUENCY RANGE = 4 — 2024 Hz
THE SEGMENT START TIME WAS AT 23:43 : 50.000
SANOWIOTH - 7,3 Hz	 RECORD LENGTH - 13.0 SECONDS




4	 0	 1.0	 25.0	 .0781 (121.1)	 5S.2
	
—25.0









0	 2	 4	 6	 3	 10 12 14 16 18 20 22
Full Scale Cutoff Frequency (Hz x 10-2I
(d) Probe - L886
Full Scale Cutoff Frequency (Hz x 10-21
FIGURE F-35 (Continued)
EFF= ECT OF FILTER CUTOFF FREQUENCY ON TURBULENCE FOR
M O = 2.2,
	
a= 4,
	 0 = 0,	 WAT2 = E8.2%
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Full Scale Cutoff Frequency (Hz x 10-21
FSCP - NASA DATA S'(UDY
DATA PART /POINT 384/2 IOENT. 76
	 FREQUENCY RANGE = 4 — 2024 H2
THE SEGI LENT START TIME WAS AT 01:21:54.000
BANOWIOTH - 7.9 Hz	 RECORD LENGTH = 13.0 SECONDS
MACH	 ALPHA	 BETA	 RHO	 DELTA3	 BYPASS	 WATZ	 CIvv
2.2	 12	 0	 6.8	 25.0	 .0774 (120.01	 60.3%	 —25.0








0	 2	 4	 6	 8	 10 12 14 16 18 20 22
Full Scale Cutoff Frequency (Hz x 10-2)
FIGURE F-36
EFFECT OF FILTER CUTOFF FREQUENCY ON TURBULENCE FOR
Im o
 = 2.2,	 of = 12,	 ^ = 0,
	 INAT2 = 60.3%
73
•	 FSCP - NASA DATA STUDY
DATA PART/POINT 3 84/2 (DENT. 76 FREQUENCY RANGE a 4 — 2024 H%
THE SEGMENT START TIME WAS AT 01!21:54.000
BANDWIDTH - 7.9 Hz	 RECORD LENGTH 1 13 . 0 SECONDS
MACH	 ALPHA	 BETA	 RHO	 DELTA3	 3YPASS	 WAT2	 C1VV
2.2	 12	 0	 8.3	 25.0	 .0774 (120.0)	 60.3%	 —25.0









0	 2	 4	 6	 8	 10 12 14 16 18 20 22
Full Scale Cutoff Frequency (Hz x 10-2)
(d) Probe = L4R6
0.030






t2.  . . ........... .
'15'T 	 44.61 KP3 (6.47 PSIA)2
0.000
0	 2	 4	 6	 8	 10 12 14 16
Full Scale Cutoff Frequency (Hz x 10-2)
FIGURE F-36 (Continued)
EFFECT OF FILTER CUTO F FREQUENr Y C fJ TURBULENCE FOR
N10 = 2.2,	 x = 12,	 ^ = 0,	 VVAT2 = 60.80,lo
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'FSE - NASA DATA STUDY
DATA PAAT,POINT 948/3	 IDENT. 77 FRECUENCY RANGE * 4.202AHz
THE SEGMENT START TIME WAS AT 00: 19:29.000
SANDVVIOTH a 7.9 Hz	 RECORD LENGTH z U.0 SECONDS
MACH	 ALPHA	 BETA	 RHO	 OELTA3	 BYPASS	 WAT2
2.2
	
11	 0	 6.3	 24.8	 .0774 (120.01	 59.0%
(a)Probe - LSR1
0.030
Probe with Average Turbulence 
2SM
P't	
56.74 KPa 18.23 PSI A)
2
0.000
0	 2	 4	 6	 8	 10 12 14 16 18 20 22










0.010 H	 Probe with Maximum Turbulence
PT2
	56.74 KP3 +.8.23 PSI A)
0.100
0	 2	 4	 6	 8	 10 12 14 16	 18
Full Scale Cutoff Frequency (Hz x 10-4)
FIGURE F-37
EFFECT OF FILTER CUTOFF FREQUENCY ON TURBULENCE FOR














FSE - NASA DATA STUDY
DATA PART/ POINT 548/3	 IOENT. 77 FRECUENCY RANGE=4-2024Hz
THE SEGMENT START TIME WAS AT 00:19:28.000
BANDWIDTH z 7.9 Hz
	
RECORD LENGTH - 13.0 SECONDS
MACH	 ALPHA	 BETA	 RHO	 OELTA3	 BYPASS	 WAT2
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Full Scale Cutoff Frequency (Hz x 10-2)







Probe with Minimum Turbulence
56.74 KPa (8.23 PSIA)
PT =2
0.000 0-- 2	 4	 6	 8	 10 12 14 16 18 20 22
Full Scale Cutoff Frequency (Hz x 10-2
FIGURE F-37 (Continued)
EFFECT OF FILTER CUTOFF FREQUENCY ON TURBULENCE FOR
mo = 2.2, a= 11,	 p = 0,	 VVAT2 = 59.0%
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FSE - NASA DATA STUDY
DATA PART/PC-NT 549,8	 IDENT. 78 FREQUENCY RANGE - 4. 2024 Hz
THE SEGMENT S7ART TIME WAS AT 01:05:42-000
3ANOWIDTH - 7.3 Hz	 RECORD LENGTH z 13.0 SECONDS
MACH	 ALPHA	 SETA	 RHO	 OELTA2	 Ry"'Ass	 WAT2
	 CIVv
2.2	 11	 a	 6.8	 24.9	 .0677 1105.01	 59.8%
	
—25.0
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FIGURE F-38
EFFECT OF FILTER CUTOFF FREQUENCY ON TURBULENCE FOR
M O = 2.2,	 a= 11,	 ; = 0,














FSE - NASA DATA STUDY
DATA PART/POINT 549/13 IOENT. 78 FREQUENCY RANGE z 4. 2024 Hz
THE SEGMENT START 7TME WAS AT 01:05:42.000
RANOW101'H - 7.9 Hz 	 RECORD LENGTH = 13.0 SECONDS
MACH	 ALPHA	 BETA	 RHO	 DELTA3	 BYPASS	 'NAT2
2.2	 11	 a	 8.8	 24.8	 .0677 (105.01	 59.8%
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(d) Probe = ORG
Probe with Average Turbulence




Full Scale Cutoff Frequency { Hz x 10-2)
FIGURE F-33 (Continued)
EFFECT OF FILTER CUTOFF FREQUENCY ON TURBULENCE FOR






SERIES Bill - NASA DATA STUDY




FREQUENCY RANGE - 6-12000 Hr
THE SEGMENT START TIME WAS AT_ 20 :27:47.000
SANOWIOTH = 12.2 Hs	 RECORD LENGTH = 10.0 SECONDS
MACH	 ALPHA	 BETA	 RHO	 DELTA3	 BYPASS	 WAT2
2.5	 0	 0	 —4.0	 23.01	 .0774 (120.01	 63.1%
(al :''r oe = 1-5112
0.060	
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(bl Probe = L5R3
	
0.060
	 - -	 --- ---
Turbulence
	 _	 P_ = 41.85 KPa (6.07 PSI A)
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FIGURE F-39
EFFECT OF FILTER CUTOFF FREQUENCY ON TURBULENCE FOR
Mo = 2.5, a = 0, ^ = 0,










SERIES VIII - NASA DATA STUDY
DATA PART/ POINT 227/7	 (DENT. 79 FRECUENCY_ RANGE = 6 - 2024)4z
THE SEGMENT START TIME WAS AT 20:27:47.000
13ANOWIDTH - 12.2 Hz	 RECORD LENGT'i - 10.0 SECONDS
MACH	 ALPHA	 BETA	 RHO	 06 TA3	 9YPASS	 VVAT2	 Clyy
2 . 5	 0	 0	 --4.0	 26.0	 .0774 (120.01
	
67.1`i	 —23.0
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(d) Probe - L7R6
Full Scale Cutoff Frequency !Hz x 10-2)
FIGURE F-39 (Continued)
EFFECT OF FILTER CUTOFF FREQUENCY ON TURBULENCE FOR
Mo = 2.5,	 a = 0, 0 = 0, 	 VVA T2 = 63.1%
85
(b) Probe = L7R3
0.060 ^
Turbulence





Full Scale Cutoff Frequency (Hz x 10--2)
SERIES Vlll - NASA DATA STUDY
DATA PART/ POINT 227/5
	 IOENT. 80	 FREQUENCY RANGE = 6. 12000 Hz
THE SEGMENT START TIME WAS AT 20:25 : 49.000
BANDWIDTH - 12.2 Hs	 RECORD LENGTH s 10.0 SECONDS
MACH	 ALPHA	 BETA	 RHO	 DELTAS	 BYPASS	 WAT2	 cIW
2.5	 0	 0	 —4.0	 25.0	 .0774 {120.01	 68.2`4	 —25.0
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FIGURE F-40
EFFECT OF FILTER CUTOFF FREQUENCY ON TURBULENCE FOR
M O = 2.5,







SERIES VIII - NASA DATA STUDY
DATA PART/ POINT 227/5	 IOENT. 80	 FRECUENCY RANGE = 6-12000 Hz
THE SEG. MFNT START TIME WAS AT 20:25 : 49.000
BANDWIDTH = 12.2 Hz	 RECORD UNGTH = 10.0 SECONOS
MACH	 ALPHA	 BETA	 RHO	 OELTA3	 BYPASS	 WAT2	 CIVY
2 , 5	 0	 0	 —4.0	 28.0	 .0774 J120.0)	 68.2;.	 —25.0
10 Probe - L2R6
0	 2	 4	 6	 8	 10 12 14 16 18 20 22
Full Scale Cutoff Frequency (Hz x 10-2)
(d) Probe = LSR6
0.060
Turbulence
(AP )	 0.040	 P1 2 ° 41.23 KPa (5.98 PSI A)
.2 rms
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FIGURE F-40 (Continued)
EFFECT OF FILTER CUTOFF FREQUENCY 0iN TURBULENCE FOR
Mo = 2.5, a = 0,
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FSCP - NASA DATA STUDY
DATA PART /POINT 465/8	 10ENT. 81 FRECLIENCY RANGE 4 - 2024 Hz
THE SEGMENT START TIME WAS AT 03:23:40-000
BANDWIDTH a 7.3 Hz	 RECORD LENGTH = 13.0 SECONDS
	
MACH	 ALPHA	 BETA	 RHO	 DELTA3	 BYPASS	 WAT2
	
2.5	 0	 0	 —4.0	 26.0	 .0781 (121.0)	 82. a%
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(b) Probe = L4R3
Probe with Average Turbulence
i
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FIGURE F-41
EFFECT OF FILTER CUTOFF FREQUENCY ON TURBULENCE FOR






FSCP - NASA DATA STUDY
DATA PART/POINT 466/8
	 (DENT 31 FREQUENCY RANGE =4-2024Hz
THE SEGMENT START TIME WAS AT 03:23;40.000
BANDWIDTH a 7.3 Hz	 RECORD LENGTH = 13.0 SECONDS
MACH	 ALPHA	 BETA	 RHO	 DELTAS	 BYFIASS	 WATZ	 CIvv
2.5	 0	 0	 —4.0	 25.0	 .0781 (121.01	 62.8%	 —25A
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FIGURE F-41 (Continued)
EFFECT OF FILTER CUTOFF FREQUENCY ON TURBULENCE FOR
MO = 2.5, a = 0, ^ = 0, WAT2 = 62.8%
89
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FSCP - NASA DATA STUDY
DATA PART/POINT 466/ 5
	
(DENT. 82	 FREQUENCY RANGE = 4 . 2024 Hz
THE SEGMENT START TIME WAS AT 03:21:04.000
BANDWIDTH f 7.9 Hz	 RECORD LENGTH = 13.0 SECONDS
MACH	 ALPHA	 BETA	 RHO	 DELTAS	 BYPASS	 NAT2	 CSW
2.5	 0	 0	 —4.0	 28.0	 .0781 (121.0)	 68.9%	 —25.0






0.020	 P+ = 38.75 KPa (5.62 PSI A)
Probe with Maximum Turbulence i=s
0.000
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FIGURE 42
EFFECT OF FILTER CUTOFF FREQUENCY ON TURBULENCE FOR
M O = 2.5 ,








FSCP - NASA DATA STUD`(
DATA PART / POINT 485 5	 IOENT. 82
	
FREQUENCY RANGE-4-2024H2
THE SEGMENT START TIME WAS AT 03:21:04.000
BANDWIDTH = 7.9 H! 	 RECORD LENGTH a 13.0 SECCNDS
MACH	 ALPHA	 BETA	 RHO	 CELTA3	 BYPASS	 WAT2	 CIW
2.5	 0	 0	 —4.0	 28.0	 .0781 021.0)	 88.2%	 —25.0
(c) Probe = L8R3
0.000 f== -----_== _^--_-_—
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—	 ` Probe with Average Turbulence
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I	 FIGURE F-42 (Continued)
EFFECT OF FILTER CUTOFF FREQUENCY ON TURBULENCE FOR
Mo = 2.5,
	
a= 0,	 = 0,	 WAT2 = 68.90%
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